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ABSTRACT

The Problem

This study had as its purpose the review and analysis of nine
Models for elementary teacher education.

These Models were Phase I of

a USOE Elementary Teacher Education Project.

Considerations for pre

liminary analysis for this study were to determine:
1.

What were the Models' conceptions of a teacher?

2.

What program content and curriculum strategies were
proposed for preparing a teacher of this description?

3.

In what ways did the Models provide for matching of
training procedures with student character?

4.

How did the Models accept the challenge of relating
teacher education with the field?

5.

To what extent did the Models advocate or incorporate
systems management in relation to the learning systems?

In order to more specifically note what changes proposed by the hypo
thetical Models would be applicable for field experiences in estab
lished education programs, the analysis included the following queries
1.

Reliance on technology?

2.

Emphasis on individualization?

3.

Emphasis on performance criteria and behavioral
objectives?

viii

4.

Cooperation of all concerned with teacher education;
academic and education departments in the universities
and colleges, the public schools, private industry, the
state departments of education and local communities?

5.

Differentiated roles for students during their field
experiences?

6.

Provisions for exposure to a variety of experiences—
age levels, cultures, specializations, kinds of schools
as rural, urban or suburban?

7.

Trends toward separation of degree and certification
requirements?

Method of Research
The method of historical research was used for the portion of the
study developing the historicity of the concerns in teacher education
which prompted the USOE to sponsor the nine Models.

Similarly, the

review of the literature of related innovations in teacher education
was developed through historical research.
Content survey method of descriptive research was used for the
subsequent portions of the study dealing with norms of the Model pro
grams.

This normative research was concerned, not only with identifica

tion of proposed standards of Models, but also with synthesis and appli
cation of such suggestions to contemporary field experiences of teacher
education programs.

Conclusions
The following conclusions were drawn from the results of this
study:
IX

1.

The Models were in general agreement in hypothesizing a
performing teacher with greater responsibilities than in
existing schools.

2.

While there was agreement upon the teacher as a clinician
and decision-maker, program components and provision for
individualization varied according to each Model's view
of the performing teacher.

3.

Field experiences provided were expanded upon from exist
ing programs through early and continuous experiences
integrated with total programs of education.

4.

Centers were the general mode of operation for coopera
tive endeavor among colleges and schools.

However, the

center design including differentiated staffing struc
ture and amount of college input varied from one Model
to the next.
5.

Supervision of field experiences took on a new dimension
through greater involvement and preparation for super
visors in the public school setting.

CHAPTER I

FORMULATION AND DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

Introduction

The field of teacher education has encountered and continues to
feel the influences of change— systems theories, behavioral psychologies,
curricular reform, cybernation and multi-technologies.
have brought about ch,

'

These pressures

ats of teacher education, but prior

to the Models Project in Elementary Teacher Education, only minimal
consideration had been focused on organizing these components into a
meaningful whole.

The models concept evolved from the United States

Office of Education (USOE) recognition of a need to examine the total
teacher education process, a process wherein the status quo and
ing patterns of teacher education had long been honored.
In No Easy Victories, "The Life and Death of Institutions,
Gardner (1968, p. 39) described the fate of static institutions:
Most human organizations that fall short of goals do so not
because of stupidity or faulty doctrines, but because of inter
nal decay and rigidification. They grow stiff at the joints.
They get in a rut. They go to seed.
Gardner (1968, p. 40) viewed the viable in contrast to the static
institution:
What is all too transitory in that fine movement when an
institution is responding with vigor and relevance to the
needs of the day, when its morale and vitality are high, when
it holds itself to unsparing standards of performance.

1
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Speaking specifically of education as an institution, Gardner (1968,
p. 70) projected:
I am entirely certain that twenty years from now we will
look back at education as it is practiced in most schools
today and wonder that we could have tolerated anything so
primitive. The pieces of the educational revolution are
lying around unassembled.
In the past decade systematic study of, and planning for, improve
ments in teacher education has gained momentum through influence of
several foundations, the federal government, some colleges, universities
and professional organizations.

While all concerned about teacher educa

tion recognized the contributions of existing research efforts, they
observed little or no synthesis of accomplishments.

Most of the inno

vations resulting from this ferment were incorporated into the models.
Fattu (1968, p. 2) reacted thus:
In the strategy for development, it is well known that an
invention cannot be made until the last discovery needed for
that invention has been made. A few years ago it would have
been futile to attempt to design a totally new teacher educa
tion program, because too few of the necessary underlying
developments had been made.
The Model Teacher Education Project was thus conceived in 1967
when USOE, in determining funding priorities, sensed the widespread
awareness and concern about needed improved programs of elementary
teacher education.

As a result of ensuing feasibility studies of USOE

consultants, USOE determined to fund several extended, large scale
projects.

On October 16, 1967, the USOE issued a request for proposals

to design model programs for comprehensive undergraduate and in-service
programs in elementary teacher education.

From 80 proposals submitted,

the USOE Bureau of Research awarded nine contracts March 1, 1968:
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1.

Columbia University, Teachers College
New York, New York

2.

Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida

3.

Georgia, University of
Athens, Georgia

4.

Massachusetts, University of
Amherst, Massachusetts

5.

Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan

6.

University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

7.

Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York

8.

Toledo, University of
Toledo, Ohio

9.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Portland, Oregon

(Directors for the nine preceding projects are identified in Appendix A).
The writer viewed the Models of Phase I as a potential answer to
the challenges of Gardner.

This dissertation is an analysis of the com

prehensive view of field experiences in elementary teacher education as
reported in final documents of the conceptual Models.

It includes

synthesis of field experiences plus application of these findings.

The Problem
This study had as its purpose the review and analysis of nine
Models for elementary teacher education.

These Models were Phase I of

a USOE Elementary Teacher Education Project.

Considerations for pre

liminary analysis for this study were to determine:
1.

What were the Models' conceptions of a teacher?
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2.

What program content and curriculum strategies were
proposed for preparing a teacher of this description?

3.

In what ways did the Models provide for matching of
training procedures with student character?

4.

How did the Models accept the challenge of relating
teacher education with the field?

5.

To what, extent did the Models advocate or incorporate
■systems management in relation to the learning systems?

In order to more specifically note what changes proposed by the hypothet
ical Models would be applicable for field experiences in established edu
cation programs, the study was directed toward analyzing the nature and
extent of the Models programs:
1.

Reliance on technology?

2.

Emphasis on individualization?

3.

Emphasis on performance criteria and behavioral objectives?

4.

Cooperation of all concerned with teacher education; aca
demic and education departments in .the universities and
colleges, the public schools, private industry, the state
departments or education and local communities?

5.

Differentiated roles for students during their field
experiences?

6.

Provisions for exposure to a variety of experiences— age
levels, cultures, specializations, kinds of schools as
rural, urban or suburban?

7.

Trends toward separation of degree and certification
requirements?

5

Assumption
For the purpose of this study it is assumed that Phase I of the
Models Project was intended to be a catalyst; further, it is assumed

i
%
that the nine Models were synthesizers to initiate further study.
Phase I, in contrast to Phase II having closure of time and Models^
is appropriate for use as a basis from which interpretations and
applications of this, dissertation may be drawn.

Need for the Study
Commissioner of Education Marland (1971, p. 3) in his Annual
Report to Congress discussed the "condition of education in the nation."
In terms of the nation's education scene, he placed emphasis on need
for progress:
Like our system of representative government, the American
education system is too vital for us to ignore or abandon
because it has faults. It is time to set about, in an orderly
fashion, making the system work better so that it will accom
plish what we want from it.
In introducing A Reader's Guide to the Comprehensive Models for
Preparing Elementary Teachers, Pomeroy (1969, p. v) expressed the view
of the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE),
that the Models be studied, adapted, implemented:
When it became evident that interest in the Comprehensive
Elementary Teacher Education Models justified an extensive
distribution of this Guide— beyond the capabilities of the
ERIC Clearinghouse itself— the AACTE agreed to print several
thousand copies to stimulate study of the models in order for
them to be adapted to local situations when desirable and
feasible. The interest in spreading new ideas for restruc
turing programs for the preparation of school personnel is
in keeping with the AACTE's continuous efforts to improve
education. The Association is pleased that this publica
tion will stimulate widespread study of the Models.

6
In interview, Houston (1971), director of the Michigan State
University Phase I Project reflected on the need for models and for
model study:

n

Developments/ln teacher education for years.,-harve been
primarily gatchwork operations. Time and resources were
not available to examine""The total program and its under
lying assumptions, and then to identify the specific ele
ments, activities, and management systems which made up
that program. Sharing among teacher educators was limited
to general descriptions of programs and general objectives
for those programs. The models provided opportunities for
nine institutions, to set down on paper as specifically as
they could, explicit descriptions of new programs. Because
they were written, they became products which could be
analyzed and revised; they became points of departure for
the improvement of teacher education.
One of the Michigan Project task force chairman, speaking to the
director at the conclusion of Phase I commented, "Now we're ready to go
to work."

Phase I, then, was seen as an impetus for further study.

In reacting to the writer's proposed analysis and synthesis of
the field objectives and concomitant field experiences, Houston (1971)
stated:
This study can synthesize the concepts related to field
experiences so that the profession— the university and col
lege supervisors, classroom supervisors, teacher education
students can examine, reflect and react. Thus, they in
turn may affect further improvements.
Munson (1969, p. 1), professor of education at Winona State Col
lege, upon return from postdoctoral study at New York University,
accented the need for Models' study thus:
In attending professional meetings this year I have found
people from all parts of the United States talking about the
"Nine Models for Teacher Education." If we are concerned about
the future of teacher education and. the directions it will take
we must give the models serious thought.
That institutions of higher education with programs of teacher
education as the University of North Dakota or Winona State College may
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benefit from such analysis was emphasized by Frank (1971), Chairman of
the Education Department at Winona State College:
The department and students alike will benefit from an
in-depth study of models regarding proposed changes, improve
ments and updating for field experiences in teacher education.
Our existing and developing programs may be examined accord
ingly.
The problem to which the design of models was addressed was
clearly stated in USOE's request for proposals (United States Office
of Education, 1969, p. i):
Because of the key role that the teacher plays in facil
itating learning, particularly with young children, he/she
must have the most up-to-date theoretical and substantive
knowledge and professional skills to perform successfully.
To date, research and development activities have generated
new knowledge, materials, and methodologies with great
potential for improving the effectiveness and efficiency of
the teaching-learning process.
If funds are made available,
institutions should be able at this time to completely
restructure their teacher education programs to include
the best of what is now known and available (October 16,
1967).
The funds were made available.

The nine contracts were awarded

March 1, 1968, and the conceptual Models were completed October 31,
1968.

Final reports of the sponsored institutions have been published

and made available through the USOE Bureau of Research.

The need for

analysis, for synthesis and for application has become apparent.

Method of Research
The method of historical research was used for the portion of
the study developing the historicity of the concerns in teacher educa
tion which prompted the USOE to sponsor the nine Models.

Similarly,

i/^~
the review of the literature of related innovations in teacher educa
tion was developed through historical research.
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Content survey method of descriptive research was used for the
subsequent portions of the study dealing with norms of the Model .pro
grams.

This normative research was concerned, not only with identifi

cation of proposed standards of Models, but also with synthesis and
application of such suggestions to contemporary field experiences of
teacher education programs.

Sources and Extent of Data
Major sources of data analyzed for commonality and for unique
ness of field experiences included:

(1) final reports and summaries

of final reports as submitted by the participating institutions to
the USOE Bureau of Research; (2) related reports and reaction papers
available from USOE and/or from participating institutions; (3) mate
rials ideritified through a Phi Delta Kappa computer search of ERIC
Documents and secured as microfiche (MF) or hard copy (HC) through
the University of North Dakota ERIC Center or USOE and (4) a manual
search of pertinent information through the University of North Dakota
Chester Fritz Library and the Winona State College Maxwell Library.

Terminology
Content Survey.— Content analysis, sometimes known as document
analysis, deals with the systematic examination of current records as
sources of data (Best, 1959).
Descriptive Research.— According to Best (1959), descriptive
research describes and interprets what is; it is concerned with con
ditions or relationships that prevail; beliefs, points of view, or
attitudes that are held; processes that are going; effects that are
being felt; or trends that are developing.
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Elementary Teacher Education.— When referred to in this study,
elementary teacher education included comprehensive undergraduate and
in-service teacher education programs for teachers for preschool, pri
mary and for intermediate grades through grade eight.
Field Experiences.— In this analysis of the Models, field
experiences were those experiences provided in a program of teacher
education wherein the student xrorked directly with children in a
learning situation, or in some aspect of the organized community
which related to the school or the teacher’s understanding of the
community's children.
Historical Research.— Historical research is the application
of the scientific method of inquiry to problems of an historical
nature (Best, 1959).
Models.— Those Models funded as Phase I of the USOE Elementary
Teacher Education Project; the nine conceptual Models of elementary
teacher education analyzed in this study; alternative teacher educa
tion models of sufficient detail to enable synthesis and application
for existing programs.
Phases.— When referred to as Phase I, Phase II or Phase III
in this study, reference is made to one of an intended three-phase
USOE Project in Elementary Teacher Education.
analysis in this study, was a design phase.

Phase I, the source of
In Phase II, institutions

studied the feasibility of developing, implementing and operating a
Model program based upon Phase I specifications.

In Phase III, USOE

hopes to be able to support some of the Models through implementation,
and restructuring teacher education in original or additional

10
institutions.

When used in this study without the Roman numeral I, II,

or III the term phase referred to a stage in a program of teacher edu
cation, such as the underclass, pre-service, or in-service phase.
USOE.— The United States Office of Education of the United
States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare was abbreviated
in this study by use of the initials USOE.

Limitations
The review, analysis, synthesis and application in this study
was limited to the data available to the writer for Phase I of the
Models Project.

Study of Phase I enabled consideration of a par

ticular period of time on the education scene.

These Models possessed

commonality of specifications including their completion date outlined
clearly in the October, 1967, letter of request for proposals.

While

the Phase I time element may have been a limiting factor, discernible
products did result for ready comparison.

The Phase II request for

proposals, on the other hand, was very general in nature.

Tasks of

Phase II, therefore, were not considered in this study since they
were not readily comparable with Phase I, either within Models or
from one institution to the next.

For reasons not explained, Phase

II final reports are not currently made available from USOE.

Delimitations
This study was delimited in respect to:
1.

Review of elementary teacher education Models as reported

by the USOE Models Project, Phase I.
2.

Synoptic survey of the nine Models.
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3.

In-depth analysis and synthesis limited to one aspect of

the nine Models:
4.

field experiences.

Application of those field objectives and concomitant field

experiences viewed most appropriate by the writer for teacher education
programs in transition.

Organization of the Chapters
The development of related literature in Chapter II provides a
general background of innovations in teacher education.

In the follow

ing chapter, the history of the problem was comprised of an account of
"Influences on American Education Preceding Models."
A preliminary analysis of the performance Models of Phase I is
found in Chapter IV.

Commonalities and unique features of field expe

riences, a comparison and contrast, are synthesized in Chapter V.
The final chapter includes application of specified findings
to established programs of field experiences, summary, conclusions,
and implications of the study for further research.

CHAPTER II
THE PIECES OF EDUCATIONAL REVOLUTION ARE
LYING AROUND UNASSEMBLED

This study was concerned with an overview of the Nine Models in
Elementary Teacher Education, particularly with analysis of their com
prehensive view of field experiences, synthesis and application of these
findings.

A search of the literature of education related to "models"

led to difficulty comparable to that of reviewing the concept of "team
teaching."

The number of views of team teaching seems directly propor

tional to the number of teams reporting cooperative efforts.

Therefore,

rather than review the literature of "models," as such, the review of
literature in this chapter was developed around the separate components
found in the Models which have been part of contemporary educational
research and innovative endeavors.

Further, the chapter was founded

upon the thought previously cited and conveyed effectively by Gardner
(1968), "The pieces of educational revolution are lying around
unassembled."

A review of the available "pieces" of educational

effort and concern is appropriate at this time.
Impact of Committees and Professional Organizations.

Social and

political problems of the fifties promoted a sense of urgency on the edu
cation scene.

Automation eliminated some occupations and added new

responsibilities to education for retraining of workers.

Supreme Court

decisions barring racial segregation and prohibiting Bible reading in
public schools brought new and intensified attention to the realm of
12
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education.

Amidst already present cold war tensions, Russian space

achievements starting with the launching of Sputnik I in 1957 brought
new pressures on American schools for more science in the school curric
ulum.

Critics of education proposed that schools return to a more clas

sical, subject-centered curriculum over the diversified curricula which
had evolved by the fifties.
The Conant Report (1959) was an end-product of study by Dr. James
Conant, sponsored by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching (Beggs, 1965).

Resulting twenty-one recommendations received

nationwide attention and provoked serious discussion of problems which
plagued local secondary education.

The fifties and sixties witnessed

another new activity in philantropic endeavor.

The Ford Foundation,

created in 1951, stimulated a variety of innovations through grants to
universities, colleges, schools and community organizations.

Such

efforts were supplemented by other corporations— Standard Oil, United
States Steel, Kellogg, Rockefeller, Carnegie and General Motors to
name a few.

"Social responsibility is no longer an ideal to be hoped

for in business circles," wrote Randall of Inland Steel (1953), "but
a working philosophy that is widely practiced."

The idea of corporate

assistance as a necessary step toward perpetuating a creative and free
society was emerging in the business world!
By 1960, whether for corporate or philantropic reasons, corpora
tions were donating on a regular basis significant sums to American
colleges and universities.

For example, Standard Oil Company of New

Jersey contributed over a million dollars annually to higher education;
General Motors contributions approached five million dollars a year;
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DuPont Company established grants for more than a, million dollars annu
ally (Rippa, 1967).
Educators have learned too, that in order to measure up profes
sionally, education must have powers of self-regulation and self gover
nance.

As the medical profession gained strength through the American

Medical Association, educators have organized through the National Edu
cation Association (NEA) and the American Federation of Teachers estab
lished in 1857 and in 1916 respectively.

One of innumerable NEA efforts

was the creation of Teacher Corps in 1962.

Teachers Corps provided a

new educational force in international education through volunteer work
by experienced teachers during summer months, work in newly developed
countries (DeYoung, 1968).
Accountability and Self-Governance.

Accountability has become

a keyword in the business world and education alike.

Schools and

school personnel have been told that they must show that students
are, in fact, learning before they, the constituents, will invest
more money in schools and school programs (NEA Professional Develop
ment and Instructional Services Committee, 1970, p. 2):
The scene is changing, however. Both the public (layman)
and teachers are acknowledgint that almost no institution in
American society, including the school, is coping adequately
with the needs and desires of the people. Schools harbor
obsolescence; in many cases they are institutions isolated
from the realities of the larger society.
Hoyle and Wiley (1971, p. 49), in an article, "What Are the
People Telling Us?" in the September Phi Delta Kappan, placed further
emphasis on the idea that the public demands a piece of the action.
Views of the public accented by educators and politicians were noted:
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The romantic critics— Goodman, Holt, Kozol, Illich, and the
like— suggest— nay assert— that it's all over for U. S. public
education. Even President Nixon implies that the schools are
failing. He would hold educators accountable for productivity,
using "objective measures" of effectiveness.
U. S. Commissioner of Education Sidney P. Marland focuses
on accountability to the taxpayer, saying, "(The school) should
declare its objectives, ask for resources to fulfill these
objectives, and have the resources and objectives analyzed by
competent observers from independent sources.
Teachers themselves have become more vocal in their expression of
wanting an influence on their profession and their role in it.

They have

expressed concern at being caught in a bind between prescriptive require
ments of school boards on the one hand and inflexible programs of teacher
education on the other.

It was voiced thus in a Minnesota Education

Association (MEA), A Working Paper (1970, p. 4):
Practicing teachers have found it almost impossible to get
the kind of continuing education which is relevant to their
real problems. They have had to pursue the route of advanced
college degrees because such degrees have been tied to salary
schedules by school board members who believed that completed
college courses are the sole indication of the quality of a
teacher. Teachers must have the power to say what it is they
need to learn in order to keep up with the changing times—
and, through state and local governance procedures, to see
that they get it.
Emphasis on Cooperative Endeavor.

In the preceding section, the

desire, perhaps demand for professional input was evident.

The realiza

tion that preparation of teachers had become a profession-wide and
community-wide concern was indicated in a group statement from the
National Education Association Committee on Teacher Education and
Professional Standards (1960, p. 3).

"It was agreed that this coopera

tive planning should be three-way, including the liberal arts colleges,
the colleges of education, and the public schools."

Another statement

voicing the value of cooperation within out total profession follows
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(National Education Association Committee on Teacher Education and Pro
fessional Standards, 1960, p. 1):
The most promising way of getting all the departments within
a college, or all the colleges within a university to cooperate
in the preparation of teachers, is genuine involvement of all
those whose cooperation is sought.
In the years following the Regional TEPS Conferences, there was
an accelerating movement toward more collaboration in teacher education.
Problems encountered by personnel from schools, from higher education,
state departments of education, professional education organizations,
and the federal government have prompted a keen awareness of the need
for a total commitment.

Smith (1966, p. v ) , in a report for the 1966

Association for Student Teaching (AST) and American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) Workshop-Symposium on "SchoolCollege Partnerships in Teacher Education," reacted:
It has become clear that no one institution or agency can
successfully "go-it-alone" in the education of teachers, either
preservice or in-service. As a result, some institutions and
agencies have already established cooperative ventures. Others
want information which will assist them in developing working
partnerships.
Still others, while not denying the problems,
are not sure that collaboration is the answer. They want to
study this and other alternatives. In any case, interest in
partnerships continues to grow.
A USOE effort at promoting a partnership endeavor resulted in
the Tri-University Project (USOE Monograph, 1967).

Three major uni

versities participated in a cooperative program during the 1967-68
academic year to focus national attention on the necessity of devel
oping elementary school programs to meet the needs of children in a
rapidly changing world.
Cooperative activities were conducted for the Tri-University
Project in Elementary Education by New York University, the University
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of Nebraska and the University of Washington.

They provided training for

teachers of teachers and for elementary teachers who participated in NDEA
Institutes for advanced study.

This may well have been the first time

that a university staff, college teachers of teachers and elementary
teachers participated in a program concerned with the problems of ele
mentary education.

All groups, in turn worked with children in local

school systems (USOE Tri-University Project in Elementary Education,
1967).
College teachers who participated, as Grangaard and Munson of
Winona State College, were nominated by presidents of colleges and uni
versities which graduated a large number of elementary teachers.

Fol

lowing their year of study, the participants were to help shape new
training programs for teacher education at their own institutions.

A

prerequisite to nomination was assurance from the president of each
institution that the college professors would be given the necessary
time and opportunity to devise new programs for training elementary
teachers.
Supported by grants of more than a million dollars from USOE,
the project sought to consider imaginatively what elementary teachers
should know and how they could be trained to teach more effectively.
A basic purpose of the project was to promote the development of
elementary education as a significant segment of the entire educa
tional enterprise.

It was concerned not only with what the elementary

school was like at the time, "but what it can, should, and must become
in the decade of the 1970's and 1980's" wrote Bacon and Jarolimek
(USOE Monograph, 1967, p. 2), co-directors at the University of
Washington, Seattle.
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The three involved institutions worked in close cooperation,
including faculty interchange to offer participants in all programs
curriculum components presented by outstanding authorities.

Faculty

members from Nebraska, Washington, and New York University reported
progress in papers presented to annual meetings of major professional
educational meetings.

In addition, conferences were held at Denver,

New Orleans and Salt Lake City to provide for appraisal and direction
for further USOE activities (USOE Tri-University Project in Elemen
tary Education, 1968).
While USOE's effort through the Tri-University Project was
confined to three participating universities and associated public
schools, results influenced a further USOE effort.

The Training of

Teacher Trainers (TTT) Project involves similar cooperative endeavor
among educators from colleges and universities across the nation.

A

particular concern of the project is to make an impact on teacher
training by providing opportunity for college teachers, school admin
istrators, public school teachers and people from communities to meet
together to share ideas about present training programs with partic
ular concern for preparing teachers for a multi-cultural society
(TTT Monograph, 1971).
New Organization and Staffing Patterns.

Alternate approaches

to building design and approach to instruction resulted from challenges,
as those of Ryan (National Education Association Commission on Teacher
Education and Professional Standards, 1969, pp. 72-73):
The old egg carton school building, with its standardized
learning, is passing. With it is going the school day domi
nated by the bell signalling the beginning and end of neat
slices of time— 45-50 minute packages of knowledge to be
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consumed by all. We're being forced to abandon our belief that
children learn best in classrooms of 25 or 30 and in quiet
libraries with quiet books. . . .We're rejecting the notion
that all children, even within the same track, should receive
the same instruction and training and proceed at the same rate.
Although there are still great counterpressures, there is a
growing disaffection with the principle of solving the prob
lems of American education by programming the children with
more and more information. . . . We are leaving behind all
these ideas and structures because we are discovering that
even our more intense efforts of the last 10 years are fun
damentally bankrupt. We have been getting better and better
at preparing children for a world that no longer exists.

)

The need for new staffing patterns in our elementary schools and
accordingly, new roles for the teacher were referred to in the National
Education Association Commission on Teacher Education and Professional
Standards (1967, p. 1):
The job of the teacher has become unmanageable. The selfcontained teacher and the self-contained school are obsolete.
No single individual has the competencies, energy, and time to
deal effectively with all the responsibilities assigned to one
teacher. No teacher can afford to operate in the isolated and
insulated fashion which has characterized many self-contained
classrooms. No school can remain vital and dynamic or up to
date if its staff is out of touch with the local community and
the rest of the educational world. A progressive, affluent
society cannot tolerate or afford teachers or schools which
try to go it alone without the help and stimulation of
colleagues.
Emerging patterns of staff utilization seem to support that the profession
and supporting communities as well have been convinced that the classroom
teacher can function more effectively and efficiently as a member of an
instructional team with a supportive staff— a total effort of profes
sionals and paraprofessionals.

An apparent advantage of some form of

cooperative teaching endeavor is that it recognizes and provides for
variations in learning and teaching styles alike.

In actually advocat

ing matching of teachers and pupils, Thalen (1967, pp. 18-20) commented:
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Everybody seems to realize that some pupils perform better
with certain teachers than others. Surprisingly enough, although
everyone recognizes that the interpersonal relationship between
the child and teacher is the heart of the learning situation,
most systems used for grouping children overlook this factor
completely. The grouping of teachers into instructional modules
within a school under the coordination of an experienced teacherleader and with access to supporting para-professional help makes
possible a blending of teacher personalities and teaching styles
and can substantially enhance the likelihood of achieving a bet
ter fit of school programs to individual children.
Emphasis on differentiated teaching roles and upon individual pupil learn
ing styles have led to focus upon behavioral objectives both in public
school classrooms and in preparation of prospective teachers.

Behavioral

objectives in either case focus on outcomes of learning sought by the
learner plus the operational procedures by which such behaviors may be
accomplished.
Performance criteria and Behavioral Objectives.

Neill (1968)

reported for Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI), an experimental
instructional method for planning and conducting a program of studies
tailored to the learning needs and characteristics of each student.
The program has been in operation in suburban Pennsylvania's Oakleaf
Elementary School since 1964.

Oakleaf's IPI program, which covers the

subject areas of mathematics, reading, primary science and spelling,
requires no grades or basic textbooks.

The program is based on spe

cific be’
naviorally stated instructional objectives which are grouped
into meaningful sequences representing different levels of progress.
IPI allows the teacher to diagnose a child's relative progress on an
individual basis and to prescribe appropriate instructional tasks
which will enable the child to move on to the next curriculum level.
Limited testing and the general evaluations of teachers and adminis
trators in IPI schools indicate a favorable improvement in student
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achievement.

However, evidence on the effects of IPI as viewed by Neill

and his colleagues are still fragmentary.

They recommended three to five

years of perfecting IPI in demonstration projects similar to Oakleaf's.
Further, they see need for a retraining program for administrators and
teachers as a requirement prior to extensive evaluative research.
Perrone and Strandberg (1971, pp. 409-422) described the New
School approach to teacher preparation through impact on prospective
and experienced teachers:
The New School was created, in part to test the validity of
an alternative to the long standing separation between teacher
education and arts and science. The New School, from its
inception in 1968, has operated as one structural unit. It
has drawn together faculty members with diverse academic and
professional backgrounds in the humanities, the social sciences,
and education. All faculty members share equally in the shaping
of the academic program. Because of this unique structural orga
nization, the New School is able to offer its participants all
components of a teacher education program with the liabilities
of traditional academic and professional distinctions.
While the New School wholeheartedly supports the need for total
cooperation of all concerned with teacher preparation, some concern was
expressed at the emphasis on behavioral objectives by the Models.

Per

rone and Strandberg agreed that the Models, in contrast to more tradi
tional programs, "provide students with a much more individually tailored
program."

However, they expressed concerns regarding the ability to

break down complex teaching acts into simpler skills for individual stu
dents.

Further, they questioned just how much the individual student

would be able to :
. . . specify outcomes desired (behavioral objectives), the con
ditions under which these outcomes can be realized, the compe
tencies teachers need to provide the conditions necessary for
learning, and the conditions under which the teacher compe
tencies he has identified are realizable (Perrone and Strandberg,
1971, p. 413).
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Implications of ethnographic approaches for teacher education
programs were reported by Warren (1970).

He offered that application

of certain anthropological research methods to teacher education, par
ticularly to field components, could have a beneficial effect on a
future teacher's perception of his role.

Present field experience

programs were identified as separable into two types:

(1) apprentice

or student teaching, in which the teacher trainee progresses from
observing to a teaching role in one class with one supervisor; and
(2) professional or internship in which the teacher trainee is seen
as a bona fide teacher by the students, but still remains somewhat
under the supervision of the teacher education institution.

A third

type, the anthropological participant-observer model, was proposed as
a substitute for the first two.

As a participant-observer, the

teacher trainee would work independently as a bona fide teacher
within one classroom and would also observe other teachers in dif
ferent schools and have discussions with them.

The anthropological

tradition of an intensive study of one small group would have its
equivalent in teacher education.

One or two years of required ele

mentary school teaching would help a teacher to perceive the orga
nizational, social and cultural factors which interact within a
school setting in a particular community.
While impossible to treat in depth in this chapter, the source,
Selected, Annotated Bibliography Related to New Patterns of Staff
Utilization (Georgiades, 1965, 109 pp), provided an extensive source
of literature realted to new patterns in the utilization of staff and
talents, team teaching and flexible scheduling.
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The New Media and Teacher Education.

Prior to the emergence of

the Models Project, possibilities for new media in teacher education had
neither been verified through research and experimentation nor had suf
ficient replication studies for proper conclusions and applications been
conducted.

Typical unsubstantiated functions of the new media found

operational fell into three broad categories (Schueler, 1967, p. 91):
(1) providing more efficient observation of classroom behavior for
teacher education;

(2) providing more efficient self-instruction and

supervised practice experiences for teacher education; and (3) pre
senting college-level courses related to teacher education.

The pri

mary question becomes not how much use can be made of films, tele
vision and programmed instruction in teacher education, but how can
the functional outcomes of teacher education be furthered by these
new media?
In general, researchers of new media influence in teacher edu
cation over traditional approaches reported a rather consistent pattern
of "no significant difference."

However, they tended to assume a posi

tion that no significant differences signify equal effectiveness of new
media and therefore that all media studied are sound and instructional
devices.

Note the statement by Norberg (1962, p. A-ll):

No doubt the force of the criticism of redundancy in television
research arises from the sheer number of studies and the mono
tony of the uniquitous finding, "No significant differences."
From the sheer quantitative weight of such evidence, it is
argued that there can be no doubt of the fact that "tele
vision can teach." I would agree. The fact is there. It
has been proved.
Popham (1962, p. 99) stated the same positive support for "no
significant differences" as follows:
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The lack of significant differences between the convention
ally-taught and the tape-taught students in this study . . .
allows the conclusion that the tape recorded lectureapproach . . . proved effective.
It would appear that in seeking to update traditional programs of teacher
education, the preceding individuals wanted to find solutions through the
new media.

Even though there were no significant differences it may be

important for education to consider that media may make a definite con
tribution to some curricular areas in teacher education.

Support for the

media has frequently been testimonial in nature, perhaps due to the lack
of empirical evidence resulting from extensive replication of research.
The Models too, seem to have accepted the challenge to investigate the
need to find the appropriate niche for the new media in teacher educa
tion.

Allen (1966) in particular, as the originator and advocate of

micro-teaching and video taping has exerted the influence of the media
in teacher education.
Systems Management.

Systems technology is just beginning to be

tested in education after three decades of experience in other settings
(Knezevich, 1969).

Early recorded efforts to implement systems manage

ment are credited to the British military prior to and during World War
II.

"Operations Research," as it was then called, implied problem solv

ing starting with an analysis of operating data, in that case, military
operations.
Industry demonstrated an interest in operations research follow
ing the end of World War II and developed applications unique for their
purposes.

Government agencies followed suit, initially the U. S. Depart

ment of Defense followed by other federal departments, state and local
government units.
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During recent years the number of uses of the new decision tech
niques has increased, particularly in education administration.

The

Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT), for example, has been
used in a number of school districts and state education departments.
The approach calls for breaking down of complex projects, as construc
tion of school plants, into specific units or events.

The activity

required to reach a given milestone in the complex project demands a
definite period of time for completion.

Each step along the way can

be related to another to produce a time schedule of work activities.
The so-called PERT network schedule prepared in advance can be used
to systematically monitor the work process for evaluating xjhether the
project is on schedule or whether shifts in resource allocations are
necessary to bring it back on schedule.
Many projects use a combination PERT-Critical Path Method (CPM).
CPM is an activity oriented representation of the relationship and dura
tion tasks of an entire project.

The longest path, through the project

is known as the critical path (Knezevich, 1969).

Each task on the path

must be completed within the time allotted in order for the project to
be finished on time.

Costs and resource availability can be associated

with each task to give management a basis for a choice of schedules and
to monitor the project.
Another decision system for allocating resources to various
objectives based on cost effectiveness analysis is the "planning
programming-budgeting-system" (PPBS).

PPBS is future oriented placing

emphasis on long range periods in decision making.

As such it is con

cerned more with generation of program ideas and judgments about
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unallocated resources than with the administration of already funded
programs.
To date administrative technology has given evidence of both
promise and limitations.

The Models in varying degrees accepted the

challenge to develop the positive aspects to assist in overcoming
present limitations found in administrative practices.
In this chapter those components viewed as integral parts of
the Models Project in Elementary Teacher Education have been reviewed:
(1) impact of committees and professional organizations;

(2) account

ability and self-governance; (3) emphasis on cooperative endeavor; (4)
new organizational and staffing patterns; (5) performance criteria and
behavioral objectives; (6) new media and (7) systems management.

This

review of literature of contemporary components is followed in Chapter
III with an historical treatment of some of the creative and innovative
aspects of United States education culminating in the Models Project.

CHAPTER III

INFLUENCES ON AMERICAN EDUCATION PRECEDING MODELS

It is beyond the scope of a single chapter to detail all the
forces, influences, persons and related factors which have led to the
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USOE program resulting in the Models Project in Elementary Teacher
Education.

However, a summary of the more significant factors can be

enlightening and at this point pertinent.

’-

Inherent Goals ot American Education.

Historically, American

Democracy has depended upon schools to educate its youthful citizens
for later participation in self-government.

American people have

depended upon schools to prepare their youth to assume productive
careers and to use leisure to best advantage.

They charged the

schools with the responsibility of maintaining historical traditions
and with the responsibility of continuously regenerating values and
materials relevant to each new generation.

To achieve these goals

Americans have created schools and have assigned teachers major
responsibilities within them.
Pre-Twentieth Century Influences.

Prior to the twentieth cen

tury, three rather distinct periods may be recognized in the American
educational experience.

,

The colonial period was one of transplantation,

an era when school administrative patterns, curricula and methodology,
were borrowed from European systems and with relatively minor changes
implemented by settlers of a new land.

During colonization, when young
'V
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scholars were few and adults were busy subduing a wilderness, society
changed slowly; teachers, often local clergy, were available for the
job at the time.
During the second period, that of nationalization, settlers
looked for departures from Old Western domination and traditions.
Thus, from a time prior to the Revolutionary War and up to the Civil
War, the basic characteristics of truly American education developed.
From 1632 the Latin-Grammar School— which was first established
at that date in Boston, Massachusetts— until 1750, was not only the
dominant, but rather the only type of secondary education provided in
this country.

In 1750, Benjamin Franklin established in Philadelphia

the first academy (for boys only) which de-emphasized "classical" edu
cation and focused on "practical" education, i.e., surveying, record
keeping, orcharding, etc.

This academy, through a period of metamor

phosis, still exists as the University of Pennsylvania.

Academies

and "finishing schools" for girls came about twenty years later.
After recovering from the educational interruptions and
damages of the Civil War, education moved into a third, rather openended period of growth and expansion.

By 1865, demand for teachers

far exceeded teachers available and even among those available, prep
aration was at best very meager.
to meet burgeoning demands.

Special arrangements had to be made

Normal Schools were first established

(Borrowman, 1965) for preparing needed teachers in 1839.
Early Twentieth-Century Influences.

Our histories of education

reveal that after nearly three centuries of emerging American education,
most of which was characterized by much debate and considerable vitrolic
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controversy, we find at the beginning of this century certain widespread
conditions in our schools.
1.

Schools were local institutions:

locally supported and

•administered with little or no state support.
j/V

Most were

one-room, one-teacher agencies, usually with three or
more "trustees" or board members.

2.

For the most part there was little that would be called
state licensing or certification of teachers.

Certifi-

(s~A)
cates were issued by many agencies:

state superinten

dents, county superintendents, township trustees, any
agency which nominally or in fact "trained teachers,"
normal training departments of high schools, even clerks
of the local school board.

Elementary teachers often

had no more than two years of secondary school, supple
mented with a six-week summer session or a two-week
institute.

Many became certified by passing examina

tions in the basic school subjects they were to teach.
3.

The principle of public responsibility for support of
elementary schools was fairly well accepted in theory,
perhaps not so well in fact.

Responsibility for public

provision for secondary education was just being estab
lished following the Kalamazoo Case (1872) which gave
legal support to local taxation for secondary schools.
4.

Only about eight per cent of high school age students
were attending school at this time, dropouts began in
sixth, fifth and even in fourth grades.
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5.

The school year was sometimes as short as six months or
less.

6.

Curriculum was essentially subject-centered with text
book teaching and associated methodology of assignment,
study, recitation.

7.

Curriculum was based on state, county or district
"courses of study," at times prescriptive to the point
of dictation that "sixth grade arithmetic was to cover
certain pages in a specified text for a given month."

An overview of early twentieth century education must include
reference to Thorndike and his brand of educational psychology which
leaned heavily on stimulus-response bonds and his laws of learning.
Associated educational design (inductive) proceeded from the parts to
the whole, an atomistic in contrast to a comprehensive and integrated
approach.

Educational objectives were expressed in itemized lists of

knowledge, habits, skills and attitudes to be achieved.

In terms of

stimulus-response psychology, learning was accomplished when neural
bonds were established; it did not really matter to Thorndike and his
exponents what method of instruction was used as long as the proper
"response" was achieved.

Repetitive methods frequently employed for

establishment of bonds were forms of recitation and drill.
A second twentieth century movement carried the name of Progres
sive Education Association, one emphasis of which was a birth of
Rousseau-Froebel Naturalistic thought.

An experimental school under

the direction of John Dewey connected with the University of Chicago
was one of the earliest of the new order of progressive schools in the
United States.

Established in 1896, the school provided a place where
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children could obtain an elementary education along the lines of Dewey's
frontier thinking and further gave the faculty an opportunity to experi
ment along the lines of increased flexibility of curriculum, a curric
ulum wherein the children's interests played a larger choice in selec
tion and treatment of subject matter.

Some critics of Dewey have been

prone to attach the term permissive or over-permissive to Dewey's views
in a most derogatory way.

While this criticism may have been appro

priate for the naturalistic schools advocated by Rousseau and Froebel,
Dewey himself never advocated the idea of "turning the children loose."
He made this clear in the following excerpt (Dewey, 1899, p. 41):
. . . All children like to express themselves through the
medium of form and color. If you simply indulge this
interest by letting the child go on indefinitely, there
is no growth that is more than incidental. But let the
child first express his impulse, and then through criti
cism, question, and suggestion bring him to consciousness
of what he has done, and what he needs to do, and the
result is quite different.
Perhaps the reason for Dewey School's reputation at that time,
as for progressive schools today, was that in reality a relatively large
degree of pupil freedom did exist in contrast to most of the elementary
schools of that period.

For example, furniture dealers were shocked

that anyone could be so foolish as to think that a school could be run
with chairs that were not screwed to the floor.
Nonetheless, a sufficient corps of innovation-minded persons,
many directors of similar schools, founded the Progressive Education
Association, an organization that had great impact in promoting change
in elementary education during its life span of 36 years, until its
end in 1955.

While members were not eager to identify with a partic

ular credo, the Association, being critical of too high a degree of
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teacher domination, tended to adhere to the project method of Kilpatrick.
Central in Kilpatrick's projects method were the four steps:
purposing,

(1) pupil

(2) pupil planning, (3) pupil executing, and (4) pupil judg

ing (Kilpatrick, 1926, pp. 204-206).

This method was one of several

supported by the Progressive Education Association and represented the
heart of the protest of that time against conventional textbook teaching.
The Progressive Education Association conducted a memorable
Eight-Year-Study of progressive education curriculums in 30 selected
high schools (1934-1942).

An evaluation staff under the direction of

Ralph Tyler compared 1,475 graduates of the thirty progressive schools
to an equal number of graduates from traditional high schools.

Each

progressive student was paired with one from a traditional high school
of equivalent age, sex, race, intelligence, scholastic achievement in
high school, and general social and economic background.
Critics of progressive schools proposed that while progressive
schools might be preparing students for life, they were not preparing
them for success in college.

Butts reported Tyler's findings (1955,

p. 579):
By careful analysis and study the evaluation staff discovered
that progressive students earned a slightly higher total aver
age of grades in college and more academic and nonacademic
honors than the traditional students. The progressive stu
dents were more often judged to possess a high degree of
intellectual curiosity and drive, to be precise, systematic,
and objective in their thinking, to demonstrate a high degree
of resourcefulness in meeting new situations, to participate
more frequently in appreciative and art experiences as well
as in most student activities, and to have developed a bet
ter orientation toward the choice of a vocation and a more
active concern for what was going on in the world.
Progressive education, as widely construed, is predominantly a
contrast term to "traditional" education.
for the most part teaching subjects.

Traditional education was

Subjects were (1) organized,

(2)
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bodies of, (3) related,
of difficulty,

(4) subject matter of, (5) an established level

(6) of such amount as could reasonably be pursued in one

school term, or school year, and (7) arranged in a logical sequence, (8)
where logical meant logical from the standpoint of the specialist or
master of the subject— usually the textbook author.

In methodology,

this presumed the same subject matter for all pupils of a given age,
pursued in given sequence.

It was predominantly in protest against

this very rigid and not-too-successful pattern that progressivism arose.
Actually progressivism in education came to be expressed in a
great variety of ways:

project method, individual activity, cooperative

group activity, field trips, unit instruction, correlated courses, fused
courses, integrated programs, contract plans such as Dalton and Winnetka
systems, common learnings, core, platoon systems, home room, extra
curricular and co-curricular activities and others.

While each of these

tended to emphasize and sometimes overemphasize certain specific aspects,
at times to the exclusion of values held by the others, they did tend to
have one thing in common, opposition to the traditional subject-centered
school.
During the 1920' s subjects dominated the schools and progress
lay in teaching subjects more efficiently.

The 1930's were bothersome

and economically depressed years, and people, grasping at straws,
favored change.

Hence the thirties were a decade of progressivism,

and almost all of the programs mentioned in the preceding paragraph
were born or reemphasized in that decade.
By World War I, the Normal School curriculum had extended one
to two years beyond high school graduation.

Certified teachers often
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knew little more content than their students; they had read some edu
cational history and had studied educational method (Borrowman, 1965).
During the 1930's, however, an increasingly industrialized
society with its mass of urban children demanded every increasing num
bers of teachers.

Normal Schools became four year teacher colleges and

these colleges became universities (Borrowman, 1965).
Influences of the Second Half of the Century.

By 1950 teacher

education was a major endeavor on college and university campuses across
the nation.

Teacher education had joined the scholarly community, but

strong communication barriers remained between scholars in academic dis
ciplines and those in teacher education.
These barriers were attacked in 1958 and 1959 and again in 1960
notably through national and regional conferences conducted by the
National Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards
(TEPS). And here interdisciplinary communication settled on solving
longstanding problems in teacher education (Education of Teachers:
New Perspectives, 1958, p. 5):
The Second Bowling Green Conference (Thirteenth Annual
National Conference sponsored by TEPS, June, 24-28, 1958)
was of unusual significance in that it represented a
departure from previous TEPS conferences. It was aimed at
bringing together representatives of the subject-matter
disciplines, of the professional education disciplines,
and of personnel in the elementary and secondary schools.
In other words, the purpose of the Conference was to inaugu
rate, at the national level, a vigorous effort to effect a
partnership of all segments of the profession in the
improvement of teacher education. A disturbing aspect of
the sharp criticisms of American education since World War
II, criticisms accelerated and intensified by the launching
of the Russian satellites, has been the apparent serious
divisions among educators themselves about how our system
should be refined to meet new demands upon the schools.
The schism among educators has focused with unprecedented
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vigor upon alleged weaknesses in teacher education and certi
fication. The need for concerted efforts by educators to
improve the preparation of teachers came to be widely recognized.
The conferences were followed by a series of cooperative projects
in the sciences, social sciences and humanities.

Scholars from academic

disciplines, from teacher education and from public schools worked
together to develop new teacher-preparing curricula:

extended and more

precise in content, more varied, more innovative and more democratic in
method.
Today, faculty and students throughout the educational community
seek relevance in education to problems and issues of the 1970's, and to
the anticipated needs and conditions of life in subsequent decades.
Alumni returning to campuses have found complexes of beautiful buildings,
research centers, media and technical centers, library and laboratory
facilities.

Things seem much improved, but a gap remains between what

a campus is and what it must be to meet the needs (real, anticipatory,
and some might say imagined or spurious needs) of future graduates.
Changes, of course, have been made and certainly some of the
changes represent real progress.

Innovations of many kinds have

recently emerged in individual school programs.

Some innovations

have been widely publicized in professional journals, textbooks, con
ference reports:

team teaching, modular scheduling, role differentia

tion, non-gradedness, computer assisted instruction, and the North
Dakota New School Approach with state and national influence are
fresh attempts to improve education experiences of those who prepare
to teach and those who attend our schools.
A number of developments of the fifites and sixties to date
are closely related to the efforts of the United States Office of
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Education; and major ones of these will be reported sequentially in the
following section.
Contributions of United States Office of Education to Innovation
and Change.

If changes were being made in local situations, so too were

there changes in educational thought within USOE.

The USOE, a branch of

the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, is administered by the
United States Commissioner of Education.

Established in 1867, as an

official branch of the federal government, USOE came into being during
a period when public education was largely a matter of local concern
and did not occupy a great deal of national attention.

As such, it was

authorized to fulfill minimal responsibilities in a rather narrowly cir
cumscribed way.

Its primary mission, that of collecting statistics

showing the condition and progress of education and disseminating such
information to the people of the United States to assist in establish
ing and maintaining efficient school systems, was easily met (Goldhammer, 1967).
The Federal Department of Education was at various times
adversely criticized as an agency which gathered and published obsolete
information with little relevance to contemporary problems.

At various

times th'e Office did have some responsibility in relation to national
goals and policies.

For example, it distributed some funds for voca

tional education and in times of national emergencies it encouraged
special school programs as in cooperation with the Federal Emergency
Relief Administration during the depression and the Victory Corps dur
ing World War II.

Landmarks in program development in American schools

resulted from USOE study of educational problems:

(1) its study of
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school finance of the states did much to lay the foundation for improved
programs in state support of public education, and (2) its studies of
school plant needs and district organization were influential.
The Office was charged with the responsibility of advising on
legislative matters affecting education on the national level and influ
enced educational legislation through direct reports to Congress.

In

the chronology of federal aid to education programs, significant legis
lation was limited for many years.

To illustrate, only two legislative

acts were passed from the time the Office was established in 1867 until
the turn of the century.

Seven acts were passed in the first twenty

years of the new century, another eight acts between 1920 and 1940.
During the decade of the 1940's twelve laws were enacted including
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) and the Fulbright Acts.
The Fulbright-Hays Act provided grants for lecturing and
advanced research in any academic field in any of 130 countries and
territories.

The UNESCO Act provided a specialized agency of the

United Nations for a multifaceted international educational program.
Projects included preparation of world history texts, reduction of
worldwide illiteracy, and promotion of inter-cultural understanding
to name a few.

In 1963, UNESCO established the International Insti

tute of Educational Planning for:

(1) research and (2) training of

teachers in international education.

In 1965, the UNESCO Youth Com

mittee participated in a worldwide ecological study on water and water
imbalance (DeYoung, 1968, p. 16).
In signing the resolution of House and Senate for participa
tion in UNESCO in July, 1946, President Truman said:
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The government of the United States will work with and
through the UNESCO to the end that the minds of all people
may be freed from ignorance, prejudice, suspicion, and fear
and that men may be educated for justice, liberty and peace
(Chronology, UNESCO, 1966, pp. 425-430).
Two of the eight laws of the 1950's provided for research which
influenced education:

the creation of the National Science Foundation

and the Cooperative Research Act.

The National Defense Education Act

of 1958 provided some one-quarter million dollars annually in response
to national concerns about American academic excellence; a concern
prompted by a rising need for competition in space exploration.

Funds

were made available for student loans, laboratory equipment for mathe
matics, science, modern languages, guidance and counseling, and tech
nical programs, those fields deemed crucial to space exploration and
national defense (DeYoung, 1968, pp. 51-53).
USOE was exercising progressively more leadership in legislative
matters and becoming more aggressive in legislative influence.
ber of laws enacted escalated accordingly.

The num

In the first five years of

the sixties thirteen acts were added to the roster of federal educational
legislation.

Of pertinence to school personnel were the passage in 1964

of the Civil Rights Act and the Economic Opportunity Act (EOA) in the
same year.
Support was given to preschool education by EOA through granting
of funds to public schools and other community agencies for use in preelementary education programs for children of low-income families as
part of the "war on poverty."

These programs, referred to as Head Start

programs, reached more than one-half million children in 2,500 commu
nities in the first year of operation.

President Johnson, in initiating

the program, expressed hope that Head Start programs would "rescue these
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children from the poverty which otherwise could pursue them all their
lives."

During this period, in addition to focusing on those disadvan

taged by poverty, there was evidence of a national concern for those
disadvantaged by membership in minority groups.
The United States Supreme Court, in its historic decision of
1954, held that racial discrimination violates the United States Con
stitution.

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 and its revisions together

with state and local legislation and court decisions were representa
tive of further attempts to improve the status of the Negro, the
Indian, and other minorities.

That further progress is needed was

stated by former United States Commissioner of Education, Francis
Keppel, in The Necessary Revolution in American Education (1966, p.
7):
The fact that much of public education reflects division of
class and race, the separation of children by too rigid test
ing into different tracks, the neglect of the schools that
need quality most, are all evidence of an erosion of the
American self-image and of the schism between the ideal and
reality.
Further laws leading toward more nearly equal opportunity in
education were passed in 1965 in the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act and the revised Civil Rights Act of 1966.

The Elementary and Sec

ondary Education Act (ESEA) is one of the most significant federal aidto-education bills ever enacted by Congress; it accounts for more than
one-third of all federal appropriations to education.
rizes funds to:

The act autho

(1) meet special needs of educationally deprived chil

dren; (2) provide school library resources;

(3) provide textbooks and

other instructional materials; (4) extend educational research; (5)
strengthen state departments of education; (6) establish programs for
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handicapped children.

Channels for the funds provided by ESEA are estab

lished through USOE (DeYoung, 1968).
The theme of international education was once more emphasized in
the sixties through the establishment by Congress of the Peace Corps in
1961 at the request of President Kennedy.

The purpose of the organiza

tion, as implied by the name, was to advance peace through a corps of
United States citizens serving as volunteer workers overseas in under
developed countries.

World historian, Arnold J. Toynbee (DeYoung, 1968,

p. 3) made the following appraisal of Peace Corps endeavors:
Here is a movement whose express purpose is to overcome the
disastrous barriers that have hitherto segregated the afflu
ent Western minority of the human race from the majority of
their fellow men and women. And the initiative has come
from the country that is now the recognized leader of the
Western world. Service in the Peace Corps is not an easy
option. It calls for adventurousness, adaptability, human
feeling, and above all, self-sacrifice. There is something
in human nature that responds to a challenge like this. I
believe that, in the Peace Corps, the non-Western majority
of mankind is going to meet a sample of Western man at his
best.
A new official position for USOE, Associate Commissioner of Edu
cation for International Education, was established in 1965.

As part of

the program during International Cooperation Year (ICY— 1965), a White
House Conference on International Cooperation was held in Washington.
A task force named by President Johnson and headed by Secretary of
State Dean Rusk, and Health, Education and Welfare Secretary, John
Gardner, prepared new proposals for American participation in inter
national education.

These and other proposals were included by the

President in his presentation to Congress of the International Educa
tion Act of 1966.

Congress passed the bill in 1966, and it was

implemented with fiscal appropriations.
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Included in the International Education Act were three proposals
to stimulate exchanges with students and teachers of other lands:

(1)

encourage the growth of school to school partnerships; (2) establish an
exchange Peace Corps with other countries; and (3) establish an educa
tional placement service international.

President Johnson said in 1967,

"So let us resolve to do all that we can with what we have, knowing that
it is far, far, less than our problems (national and international) will
ultimately require" (Reed, 1967, pp. 406-409).
Since 1965, USOE has become a substantial and dynamic force in
education, an agency recognized for distribution of vast sums of money
for support of numerous and varied types of educational endeavor.

It

would appear that USOE had assumed a major role, not only in administer
ing financial support, but accordingly influencing the future course of
United States education.

As a major funding agency with relatively few

legislative restraints, a great responsibility of the Office is now one
of "determining the proper and legal allocation of funds to those educay

tional agencies, singular and ever-more consortia," which can effectively
use them (Goldhammer, 1967, pp. 78-82).
At a Washington meeting of USOE personnel and invited consultants
in August, 1967, the Models Program evolved.

It was directly influenced

by data made available by the USOE Office of Planning, Programming and
Budget; the arm responsible for long range planning.

The following data

undergirded the proposed Models Program (Engebretson, 1968, p. 1):
1.

2.

Directed improvements in education appeared to be a more
productive use of Federal Funds than undirected improve
ments .
Not enough Office of Education money was being spent on
development programs.
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3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

Not enough funds were being devoted to communication and
dissemination of research findings whether they were gen
erated by directed programs or by "laissez-faire" programs.
Not enough funds were available and limited authority was
in prior existence to enable grants to be made to others
than colleges and universities and state departments of
education.
More flexible recent legislation can now support the train
ing and development of almost any kind of education at any
level in any manner.
Stress now is on planning for future large scale work and
development of models for change in the education process.
Much research is development initiated and oriented and has
specific objectives to be sought in terms of information
needed that we don't already have.
The realization that all education is multi-leveled and
multi-sophisticated.
Engebretson (1968, pp. 2-3), one of the members of the 1967 plan

ning session, arrived at the following conclusions from the discussions
of rationale for the Models concept at that time:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

More federal money does not necessarily improve the system
of teacher education.
Consistent evidence shows that the attitude of parents is
a most important outside factor in child learning and
achievement.
Some teacher characteristics result in bet
ter achievement by students, and most educational research
does not deal with these variables.
To have productive results, funds must be used to influ
ence a total institution, or a network of schools and
collegiate institutions, rather than to deal with too
few variables.
A large-scale instructional systems development program
is needed to influence teacher education.
The programs should be designed for the preschool through
elementary-level teacher and should include both pre
service and inservice components.
Stress should be placed on institutions that produce ele
mentary teachers on a large scale. We all know that a lot
of research has taken place in institutions that are more
interested in research funds for studying teacher educa
tion than they are in the production of teachers.
Any proposals developed for the programs should include a
rationale, a viable theory, specified objectives, and
evaluation components. There should be multiple approaches
to the problems of educating elementary teachers. In addi
tion, concern should be directed to individualized instruc
tion; simulation; self-study; the use of multisensory media;
aspects of team teaching; testing laboratory experiences;
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built-in development; demonstration, and dissemination
phases; built-in systems and cost analyses; and inservice
education for all personnel conducting such programs.
As a matter of policy, those attending the August meetings con
cluded that in order to be productive, funds must have an impact on a
total school or a total institution or an entire congeries of schools
or institutions, rather than deal with isolated variables in teacher
education.

They determined that a large scale instructional systems

development program was needed to influence preparation of teachers.
The program was delimited to teacher education of preschool and ele
mentary teachers, and was comprehensive in that it would include pre
service through inservice components.

A final outcome of the meetings

was the development of a planning, design and development phase calen
dar, a guide with flexible deadlines (Engebretson, 1968).
Emergence of the Models Project.

On October 16, 1967, Request

for Proposal Number OE-68-4 was sent to institutions that had requested
them.

The Request for Proposals called for a variety of detailed edu

cational specifications that would serve as guidelines for developing
models for teacher education programs.

As of this time supplementary

plans have been made and now reference is made to Phase I and Phase II.
Phase I stems from the initial planning with specific emphasis on
designing exemplary models of teacher preparation and development.
Phase II, a later development, places special emphasis on feasibility
studies for developing and instrumenting the models derived from Phase
I.

In a general way Phase I was ended and Phase II was begun in

October, 1968.
At an uncertain future date, a Phase III may emerge wherein
the "feasibility studies" of Phase II will find actual application
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in actual teacher-preparing programs, thereby converting the previous
thinking and "theory" into defensible "practice."

It is pertinent at

this point to emphasize that this dissertation deals with Phase I only,
and leaves Phase II to provide the basis for another study.
General Dimensions of Phase I Development Components.

To assist

Phase I proposal writers, a summary of research in teacher preparation
supported by USOE was drafted and made available to requesting institu
tions.

A total of 146 projects listed were submitted and classified

under the following headings:

teacher education (93), student teaching

(15), inservice teacher education (30), and pre-service education (8).
Eighty proposals were received by the January 1, 1968 deadline.
They represented institutions having programs of elementary teacher edu
cation, research and development centers and regional laboratories,
state departments of education, professional organizations, and some
local school districts.

Fattu (196 , pp. 3-4) reported the following

as common considerations of the resulting Phase I Models:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

Provision for retraining existing faculty to meet the needs
of the curriculum and a staffing pattern sufficiently varied
to insure capability of carrying out plans.
Evidence of a total commitment to a new program to the
exclusion of all other programs of elementary teacher
education.
Provision of training of preschool teachers (at age levels
below kindergarten).
Provision for inservice (on-the-job) training of teachers
(both those graduating from the new program, and those now
in-service).
Provision for training of supervisors of student teaching
■experiences.
Teacher-training-program goals expressed in terms of observ
able (measurable) teacher behaviors— a rationale for each
behavior showing its necessity and conguence with other
behavior.
Selection and allocation practices.

a
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8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
14.

Professional (College/Department of Education) learning experi
ences and content includes (a) theory; (b) subject matter
related to the elementary school curriculum; (c) approaches to
instruction and specific teaching methods, techniques, and
tools; (d) preclassroom clinical experiences (simulation, role
playing, . . .); (e) student teaching. Teaching methods
included strategies and tools, or methods of individualizing
instruction to be used by the college faculty in developing
the various teacher knowledge and behavior/competencies.
Relationship of professional sequence (not necessarily courses)
to the entire undergraduate program. When would activity be
introduced? What percent of the curriculum would it comprise?
What non-professional (outside of Education) would be required
or recommended?
Evaluation and feedback techniques to be used during, and at
the end of, the program to assess student acquisition of essen
tial teaching behaviors and knowledge. Follow-up studies of
graduates. Plan for continuing systematic assessment, revi
sion and updating program.
Multipurpose management and evaluation system including data
storage and rapid retrieval capabilities to permit continuing
diagnosis of student progress and relevant restructuring of
trainee's learning experiences. Provision for administration
of development of each component and the total program to
insure smooth operation.
Cumulative aspects of the program. Do the parts fit together
to produce a cumulative result that is greater than the sum
of the parts.
Differentiated staffing.
Certification and relationship to other institutions and agen
cies relative to content, teaching behaviors, cooperative
relationship.
Selection of the Nine Models.

Prior to treatment of basic com

prehensive data of the Nine Models in Chapter IV, introductory considera
tions regarding their selection from eighty submitted proposals are
appropriate.

Consideration should be given to the fact that a majority

of the contributing institutions and personnel had

not been aware of

USOE sponsorship of this particular program until the Office mailed the
announcements to presidents of colleges and universities in October, 1967
Nonetheless, eighty proposals were received coming from thirtyfour states and the District of Columbia.

A map included as Appendix C

(Engebretson, 1968) serves to locate the contributors of proposals by
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states and by identified federal regions.

All federal regions (geographic

regions of the United States) were represented by the initial eighty pro
posals submitted.
Types of institutions submitting original proposals are found in
Figure I, Appendix D (Engebretson, 1968).

State colleges and univer

sities submitted fifty-six proposals while fourteen came from private
and parochial institutions.

The competition was also entered by the

State Education Departments of Illinois, and Vermont: by Northwest
Regional Laboratory of Oregon; Upper Midwest Regional Laboratory of
Minnesota; the American Federation of Teachers; and four profit and
non-profit making corporations not directly associated with colleges
and universities:

American Institute for Research; Systems Develop

ment Corporation; College Institutions for Systems Development; and
Schruggs Corporation.
Figure II, Appendix D (Engebretson, 1968) provides a compilation
of data on size of those contributors actually educating elementary
teachers at the time.

Most agencies submitting proposals enrolled less

than twenty thousand students.
Figure III, Appendix E (Engebretson, 1968) presents data on
teacher productivity of the eighty contributing institutions based on
the American Association of Colleges of Teacher Education (AACTE) 1967
study of teacher productivity at the bachelors level.

Outside of con

sortia and non-higher education institutions the range of teacher pro
ductivity ran from 0 to 866 with a mean of elementary teachers at the
baccalaureate level of 204 in 1967.

Although no data were available

on teacher productivity of nineteen contributing institutions, it
was noted that the largest number of proposals came from nineteen
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institutions graduating between 200 and 299 teachers in 1967.

AACTE mem

ber institutions were credited with submitting all proposals but four.
Proposals involved requests for a wide range of funds as will be
noted in Figure IV, Appendix E (Engebretson, 1968).
was for $92,900.

The mean request

There is an apparent relationship between the number

of funded proposals among those requesting lesser amounts of money and
the number funded from those requesting greater amounts of money.
The location of the nine agencies which submitted proposals
which were finally selected for funding is indicated on the map in
Appendix F (Engebretson, 1968).

Awarding of these contracts followed

an involved and interesting process of scrutinization.

Report

USOE revealed that no proposal was read less than twice nor mo
eight times by separate independent readers.

The mean number

ings of proposals was four, including proposals received after the
deadline.

Numerical ratings and subjective evaluative comments were

assigned to each proposal by those who participated in the selective
process.

On a one-five point scale with one as a high score, the

mean rating assigned to the proposals was 2.99 with a high rating of
1.25 and a low rating of 5.
Through staff discussion following initial detailed reading
and screening, top rated seventeen proposals were distributed to
field readers who later convened as an evaluation panel.
bers are identified in Appendix B.

Panel mem

The panel determined to rank

twelve proposals in three categories of priority.

Of the twelve,

the USOE Bureau of Research was able to fund the Nine Models iden
tified as Phase I of the USOE Models Project.
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Of the nixie funded models, eight were from multipurpose univer
sities including one consortium, and one came from a regional laboratory.
In terms of teacher productivity, excluding the regional laboratory, two
institutions produced less than 100 teachers at the baccalaureate level
in 1967, another five produced between 100 and 400 teachers and one pro
duced 866 elementary teachers.

Again, with the exception of the regional

laboratory, which is directly related to numerous AACTE institutions, all
funded programs were initiated by AACTE member institutions.

Funded

proposals tended to come from institutions that requested larger amounts
of money for Phase I than those not selected.
posals was $148,100.

Mean of the funded pro

One proposal requested less than $100,00 and two

requested more than $200,000.

Location-wise, four funded Models are in

the Northeast, two in the South, two in the Midwest and one in the far
West.
Each Model was organized to facilitate the purposes of its
creators and as might be anticipated with creative endeavors, diver
sity in organization and content resulted from Model to Model.

For

example, some Models presented broad principles as guidelines for
action; others outlined quite detailed program elements.

The treat

ment of program components varied according to the viewpoint accented
by a particular Model.

While one Model included a thorough discussion

of a management plan, another may have given this component little
attention at the time.

Each of the Nine Models, however, presented

a comprehensive program designed to produce effective and superior
teachers.

The Models are compared and contrasted in some detail in

the following chapter.

1

CHAPTER IV

THE MODELS:

A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

The objective of this chapter was to inquire into Phase I of the
Bureau of Research Elementary Teacher Education Project in which sets of
performance models were developed using systematic planning procedures.
Educational leaders, individually and as teams, have examined the Models'
products from certain points of view.

Addressing the 1969 American

Association of College Teachers Educators (AACTE) in Atlanta on
"Variations on a Systems Theme," Joyce (videotape)considered the
following Models aspects:
1.

Conceptions of a teacher.

2.

Program content and curriculum strategies.

3.

Provisions for matching training procedures and
student character.

4.

Provisions for relating pre-service through in-service
teacher education to the field.

5.

Advocacy of systems management relative to the learn
ing systems.

In this preliminary analysis of Models' variations developed in
relationship to the preceding aspects, the Models were not viewed as
"model templets" for teacher education programs.

Rather, they were

viewed as patterns of thinking that resulted when teams independently
attempted to apply systems thinking to the teacher education challenge.
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They attempted to provide something to build on, not a set of complete
entities that educators should go out and replicate.
Conceptions of a Teacher.
ment of a performance concept.

Systems study begins with the develop

In the case of this project in elementary

teacher education, the performance model included aspects of teacher per
formance and interrelationships among the aspects plus the system (class
rooms and schools) within which teachers were to operate.

Since the

Models were future oriented, the conception of a performance model of
a teacher was complicated by such influences as:

J U

societal and political

change; unknown impact of technology; and roles of education.
-7
Each of the Models had to be reconciled to the relatively limited
empirical data as to "what teachers are and do" and the lack of agreement
on conceptions of the effective teacher.

While the challenge was

approached in different ways by the several teams, all proceeded with
a common belief that _behayi nrisiilr- models of teaching could be developed.
Each team took a position that the teacher was a clinician and a day-today decision-maker, one who identifies problems of learning and develops
a repertoire of strategies which may be applied accordingly.

In common,

the teams viewed the teacher as a person of far greater responsibility
than the teacher of today's schools.

The teacher was viewed as one who

will perform in a different operational setting, a setting with career
hierarchies including positions with responsibilities ranging from simple
to complex functions within teams of varying structures.
Criteria of behaviorality, unity and modelness were applied in
conceptions of the teacher (Joyce, 1969).

Behaviorality enabled program

direction and task analysis— training procedures could be matched to
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behavioral elements.
within a program.

Unity implied interrelatedness and consistency

Modelness referred to the adequacy of particular

Model competencies for integration into a functioning teacher.
The Pittsburgh team built their proposed model around the prin
ciple of the teacher as an individualizer of instruction.

The Pitts

burgh concept of a teacher assumed a certain kind of school with spe
cial support systems; it minimized emphasis on preparation of a teacher
of classes or groups since their proposed end-product was a teacher who
worked essentially with individuals.
Six features of individualized instruction programs were iden
tified (University of Pittsburgh, 1968, p. 3) and their Model was
designed to prepare the future teacher to bring about instruction
to satisfy these features:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Instruction is organized in terms of programmed curric
ular units rather than courses, with the units in each
curricular area arranged in a specified sequence.
On the basis of achievement pretests and the diagnosis
of learner characteristics, lessons are tailor-made
with each pupil rather than being planned for a group.
Several modes of individualization are employed, singly
or in combination, in suiting instruction to the indi
vidual pupil: varying learning goals from pupil to
pupil, varying learning materials and equipment, vary
ing the learning setting (independent study, pupil team,
tutoring by the teacher, small group working without the
teacher, small group with the teacher, large group),
varying instructional techniques, assigning different
students to different teachers, and varying the rate of
advancement through the curriculum.
Each pupil is expected to master a learning task before
proceeding to the next task; mastery is determined with
use of a post-test. The criterion score for mastery is
empirically determined in relation to performance on
subsequent tasks.
Teachers offer pupils help chiefly on an individual basis,
and are always available for consultation.
The pupil conducts most of his learning independently of
the teacher, employing self direction.
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The Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory consortium team
(ComField) hypothesized the teacher as one who could produce learning.
Their teacher, somewhat of an applied behavioral scientist, had to be
able to find behavioral objectives for children and select appropriate
learning experiences for them accordingly.

With this purpose in mind

for their program of teacher education, ComField proceeded to begin
with desired pupil outcomes and worked toward teacher preparation:
Steps in Developing a Program:

ComField (Northwest Regional

Educational Laboratory, 1968, p. 6):
STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

Pupil outcomes
that are
desired.

Conditions that
bring about the
pupil outcomes
that are desired.

Competencies
needed by
teachers to
provide the
conditions
that bring
about the
pupil out
comes that
are desired.

Conditions that
bring about the
competencies
teachers need
to provide the
conditions that
will bring about
the pupil out
comes that are
desired.

The goals of
education

The instruetional program
within the
schools.

The goals of
teacher
education.

The teacher
education
program.

The Georgia Model was developed by conceptualizing a desired type
of elementary education with its concommitant objectives and then iden
tified the teacher performance which would result in that kind of ele
mentary education.

The Georgia team considered their "desired type of

elementary education" as involving seven identified broad goals of ele
mentary schools (University of Georgia, 1968, p. B-4, 5):
1.

Providing the student with the tools of learning necessary
to meet his current obligations and for his continued
development toward becoming a lifelong learner.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Assisting the student to understand his social and physical
world.
Developing the foundation for good citizenship.
Developing the basis for effective human relations.
Introducing the process of change and its relationship
to the individual and the society.
Assisting the student in developing a personal value
system that will enable him to make rational choices.

The six goals provided the framework from which elementary school objec
tives and pupil learning behaviors were identified.

teacher construed as one of a team of co-workers (University of Toledo,
1968, pp. 61-62).

To promote cooperative effort, they identified ten

roles important to team members and then proceeded to fit them together
in a model of a functioning team.

Toledo and Georgia alike built on

the premise that no single human being can be a multi-purpose teacher,
but can function as a competent member of instructional teams.
The Michigan State Model gave great emphasis to the teacher as
an applied behavioral scientist.

The teacher was seen as a scientist

in the classroom, creating and testing hypotheses.

The Michigan team

worked on the principle that the teacher who knows the behavioral
sciences can set hypotheses for working with children, carry them out
and evaluate accordingly (Michigan State University, 1968).
The Massachusetts concept of the performing teacher included
components of human relations, teaching skills and content.*
The Syracuse program was structured around a concept of teach
ing which focused attention upon the teacher who emerged and the
*The Massachusetts emphasis on human relations seemed to be con
sistent with concern on the part of the State of Minnesota for inclusion
of such a component as an undergraduate requirement for certification.
The requirement goes into effect in 1972 for upgrading of on-the-job
teachers as well as for prospective graduates.
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preparation program.

The team described their concept of the teacher as

an "intent-action-feedback-process" model as illustrated in the follow
ing statement of educational objectives for a module relating to affec
tive behavior (Syracuse University, 1968, pp. 245-246):
Educational Objectives for Affective Behavior
I. Prerequisites: Completion of TTP-5
Concurrent with tutorial experience in the public schools.
II. Placement of Module: Junior, pre-professional year.
III. Estimated Time: Student time - 4 hours.
University faculty time - 0 hours.
Clinical Professor and Clinical Teacher time - 0 hours.
IV. Operational Objectives: The purpose of this module is
to develop the ability to discriminate between state
ments of educational objectives describing different
levels of personal involvement, attitudes, motivations,
values, etc., and to write objectives for lessons and
curricula which include these types of outcomes. The
general objectives of this module should prepare the
student to do the following:
A. Recognize and discriminate between statements of
educational goals describing the affective char
acteristics of children (as distinct from the other
objectives already studied) as inferred from watch
ing specific types of behaviors.
B. Write and justify the appropriateness of statements
concerning'-the affective outcomes of lessons and
curricula.
If these broad objectives were achieved, the teacher education in the
Syracuse Model program should be able to do the following:
A.

B.

C.

When given a list of educational objectives, including the
types of objectives studied in preceding modules and the
different types and levels of affective behavior, be able
to identify each and state the criteria for discriminating
between them.
Given a case study description of an elementary classroom,
including the characteristics of the pupils, be able to
prepare a set of educational objectives for the class and
individual pupils for at least three levels of affective
involvement such as:
1. Being willing to attend to the stimuli of the situation.
2. Responding when directed.
3. Consistency of self-initiated responses, at least within
the limited regions of activity, etc.
Be able to relate a taxonomy of affective behavior to the
various types and levels of attitudes, (towards self, others,
objects, and activities), motivations (affiliation, achieve
ment, power avoidance of failure) interests, and values.
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D.

When asked to prepare a set of affective objectives for the
the child with whom he is working in a tutorial relationship,
prepare objectives for at least one area of the child's
activities, including at least three levels of pupil involve
ment. Justify the importance of these objectives for the
child, school and society.
The preceding illustrates not only a form of analysis in the

affective domain, but more significantly, the Syracuse emphasis on
reflective thinking in the conceptualized "intent-action-feedback"
Model teacher.
u%4'
The Florida State University concept of the teacher followed th

*
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systems approach of breaking down the tasks of teaching into identifiable
parts which could serve as the unifying goal of their proposed program.
In brief, the Florida team identified five categories of teacher behav- 1'
iors as basic to all elementary teaching (Florida State University, 1968,

li/j-'j-'-,
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p. 36):
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

The teacher will plan for instruction by formulating objec
tives in terms of behavior which is observable and measurable.
The teacher will select and organize content appropriate to
specified objectives in a manner consistent with both the
logic of the content itself and the psychological demands
of the learner.
The teacher will employ appropriate strategies for the
attainment of desired behavioral objectives.
The teacher will evaluate learning outcomes on the basis of
change in behavior.
The teacher will demonstrate an acceptance of leadership and
professional responsibilities and demonstrate the ability to
serve as a professional leader.

While their goals were commendable, the Florida team was less thorough in
reporting in-depth a supportive innovative program for fulfilling their
outlined performance needs.
The Columbia performance model of a teacher was premised on the
teacher as an innovator, a creator of the future with an emphasis on
institution building.

In this case, institution building referred to
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providing each individual a sense of belonging to a family unit,- a neigh
borhood, a church, etc. (Joyce, 1969).

The Teachers College teat) was

concerned with how, for example, to prepare young teachers to cope with
the inner city situation— the problems of "neighborhood schools" wherein
the curriculum emphasized the resources, conditions and problems of the
particular local community.

The Columbia focus was on the type of per

son and the human relations skills necessary to become an institution
builder in these skills.
The review of the literature in the preceding paragraphs has
been an endeavor to capture the flavor of the Models in terms of con
cepts, individual and collective, of the performing teacher.
Program Content and Curriculum Strategies.

While the Models,

in common, were concerned about preparing a person who could function
effectively in the elementary learning situation, differences in empha
sis resulted according to each view of the performing teacher.

It is

to be noted from the views of the performing teacher previously reported
that while some emphasized human relations skills, others were skewed
toward instructional procedures, the behavioral sciences, or technology.
Despite the varying emphases, there was consistent concern for the total
person and his well-being.

In contrast to prevailing programs of ele

mentary teacher education with rather prescriptive emphasis upon aca
demics, general and professional education, the Models were considered
flexible enough to provide variations from specified requirements.

7
/
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The Florida and Georgia Models retained the academic major-minor
equivalent outside of the school of education while the Michigan Model
rebuilt its entire program.

ComField considered only the "professional"

component, leaving the remainder of the undergraduate work for the
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college at large.

Since all Models addressed themselves to a program of

teacher preparation pre-service through in-service education, all were
concerned about the relationship between their programs of study and
on-the-job experience.

This concern was met through a sequence of

planned experiences, simulated and real, throughout pre-service and
in-service teacher preparation.
Problems of matriculation and certification requirements were
responded to in diverse manners.
degree requirements entirely.
course requirements.

ComField separated certification and

Michigan worked outside of traditional

Syracuse established minimal levels of achieve

ment, but allowed students to meet these standards through individual
ized pursuits.

Georgia, proceeding in a more| conventional fashion,

recommended planning studies to explore removal of time and credit
requirements.

Similar concerns led Syracuse and others to hypothesize

, a twelve month school year of teacher education while Florida advo
cated having graduates return to campus three summers following under
graduate work for in-service work to meet "full certification" require
ments.

While the Models have not resolved all of the problems of

moving away from the traditional requirements of their institutions,
they have built in provision for further developmental planning and
evaluation to ease the transition to Model programs.
Curriculum design of the Models represented a trend away from
V -—■>.
particular courses or "subjects" and professorially determined content
?
'toward a design developed around,single objectives, the instructional
module.

As defined (Houston and Jones, 1971) at a University of North

Dakota workshop, "the learning module focuses on the needs of learners, dec*
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not instructors; it emphasizes attainment of objectives rather than
simply participation in activities."

Pretesting determines a student's

readiness to attempt the module and remedial activities may be provided
during it, or as a result of failure.

The student paces himself accord

ing to self appraisal of his ability to handle the task at hand.
In conventional teacher education programs, student teaching
frequently provided the first direct contact with the classroom setting.
Traditionally scheduled near the end of the professional education
sequence, the student had little opportunity to reflect on teacher
role and teaching competencies.

The Models' pattern of early and

diverse field experiences will be treated in the following chapter
in-depth.
The Models' mode of operation or teaching strategy was a depar
ture from traditional programs, however, curriculum of teacher education
within the strategy remained much the same as in existing programs
(Joyce, 1971, p. 2):
The great similarity of program content to traditional pro
grams should make implementation easy on one count, since the
programs bring relatively little new content to teacher educa
tion. On the other hand, it is odd that a larger variety of
components did not arise from the effort to create new teacher
education programs. Odd, that is, unless one considers that
in most cases the projects to create models were organized in
teams according to the traditional component areas. . . . Only
when a development team was organized to include new areas (as
Massachusetts with "behavioral" and "human relations" components)
could they arise.
Curricular strategy thus became the focal point of interest over
content.

The strategies go all the way from the intesive use of simula

tion as found in forms of micro-teaching to working with T-Group trainers
(sensitivity training).

However, the Models all approached their programs

through a modular curriculum with batteries of objectives, accorded

learning experiences plus intermittent and final evaluations, developed
to be taken apart and put together in diff--- ----- --------the operation could be individualized.
The programs were so massive that
quately would have required separate reports of considerable length.

[

The limited perspective developed in this section was clarified through
the illustrative flow chart of the sequence of activities of one of the
Model programs, Syracuse University (Syracuse University, 1968, p. 282).
Provisions for Matching Training Procedures and Student Char
acter.

As indicated in the section on strategies for teacher prepara

tion, all Models had in common the feature of individual pacing of
learning.

Nonetheless, critics have raised siich questions as:

To

what extent do the Models personalize the education of the prospective
teacher?

Kow do the Models help the individual develop his unique

style of teaching?
Joyce and Soltis suggested the following continuum in terms of
personalization qualities of the Models (Joyce et al., 1971, p. 11): f
Extent of Potential Personalization of the Models for
Elementary Teacher Education
Maximizes
Personalization

Minimizes
Personalization

Pittsburgh
Syracuse
ComField
Michigan State
Florida State
Toledo
Massachusetts
Georgia

In the established programs of teacher education the field of
college-level guidance has attempted to expand and diversify in recent

Sequence of Activities
Group Activities
Seminars
(9-16 students)
Small Groups
(2-9 Students)
Simulations
(2-9 Students)
Independent Activities
Reading
Writing

Type of Activity

Stimulus Materials
Simulations
Field Participation
Field Observation
Evaluation
Group
Individual
Remediation
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years to meet the needs of a broad range of students.

These counseling

programs and testing programs sought to assist students in developing a
sense of vocational goals and life ambitions.

The Models strengthened

and in part redefined their respective programs of teacher preparation
through guidance programs that assisted in identification of prospective
teacher education candidates.

They faced the dilemma of whether to iden

tify candidates who had many of the characteristics of their respective
conceptualized performing teachers or to identify potential for training
to become such teachers.

Florida specified high standards of intelli

gence, health and interest for admittance.

The interest factor was

weighed both through self appraisal and program staff appraisal during
"early awareness-involvement" during the first two years of undergrad
uate work.

Similarly, by providing early experiences with children and

then analyzing these experiences through seminars, Michigan provided a
"career decision and role adjustment" format.

The ComField Model out

lined student decision roles for selecting content, experiences and
planning sequence of activities.

Typically, the Models sought to make

the guidance function a part of all program activity so that the
admitted teacher education student, as he tackled each new task, was
supported by fellow students and the education faculty.

The Pittsburgh

team perhaps set the pace for Models in personalizing instruction
through their arrangement of a faculty-student relationship which pro
vided for "regular program-planning for each student with continual re
setting of goals and development of means suited to the personal style
of the teacher-candidate" (Joyce, 1971, p. 11).
Syracuse provided for a self-directed component to allow for
individualization and personalization (Syracuse University, 1968, p. 25):
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a

Self-Directed Component. This component is intended to foster
independent, self-directed activity oriented ultimately toward
professional ends. It has considerably less structure than the
preceding components, particularly with respect to the subject
matter which will make up the component.
It does have the
structure provided by specific goals and the supportive
instructional situations which characterize the component.
The essential task for the student in this component is to
(a) determine what changes he would like to see take place
in the children he teaches, (b) describe these changes behaviorally, (c) determine what specialized training is needed
(in addition to that provided in other components of the model
program) to help him in the accomplishment of these goals, and
(d) to accomplish such ends as he has specified with the pupils
he teaches during his resident year.
Personal concern was further evidenced in the Models by their
provision for student placement and follow-up.

In some contrast to the

typical college program wherein the college responsibility terminates
when the student has received his degree, the Models,' in-service com
ponents would support graduates through first years of professional
teaching experience.

The Models held that there should be continuity

from pre-service preparation through on-the-job development.

For

example, in Florida's "portal school" concept students received their
initial experiences in designated schools and remained there for
their first years of teaching.

Consortia were developed by Syracuse,

Columbia, Michigan and Wisconsin and early teaching experiences took
place in these schools.

These consortia involved cooperating school

districts participating in a regular in-service program with colleges
and universities.

Several Models developed the role of clinical pro

fessor, a college faculty member working with students and faculty in
cooperating schools.

Through close relationship between pre-service

and in-service components in the actual school setting, evaluation
and feedback would enable continual updating of pre-service (oncampus as well as field) components as determined necessary.
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Hunt summarized the Models' provision for individual differences
of teacher education students thus (Joyce et al., 1971, p. 1):
1.

2.

3.

4.

Highly automated information and management systems make
it possible to absorb and process great quantities of
information about students and relate student character
istics to program options.
Vast varieties of program options can be generated and
stored in modular form. In addition, options can be
made available within modules.
Counseling systems, personal discovery components (see
Syracuse's Self-Directed Component), and support systems
can relate directly to the student.
Assessment and feedback procedures can virtually assure
that program sequence and student progress are closely
related so that students are not asked to learn either
what they already know or what they are obviously unpre
pared for.
Provisions for Relating to the Field.

The Models teams were con

cerned about the longstanding separateness of departments of education
and the remainder of the college or university.

Further, they viewed

limited operational procedure between the "producers of teachers" and
the local districts where the products were eventually employed.
Syracuse University (1968), through the vehicle of the "proto
cooperative group," involved numerous local districts and designers and
developers of education materials in designing and developing of their
Model.

They borrowed the term protocooperation from the field of

ecology where it refers to a condition or state where two or more
organisms in interaction mutually benefit from their relationship,
but the relationship is not binding.
Florida State University (1968) instituted the concept of the
portal school, an innovative school in each cooperating school district
cooperating not only in the designing of the training experiences.
This cooperation of operation started with the preservice phase and
extended into the initial teaching years.
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ComField and Toledo Models were planned by a consortium of col
leges, school districts, state departments of education, industry repre
sentatives and professional and community groups.

All Models made a

positive attempt to improve and promote communications among the groups
responsible for preparation and assimilation of prospective teachers.
Wilson, of the Maryland Montgomery County Public Schools,
described "Interfaces Between the Public School System and the USOE
Models for the Reshaping of Elementary Teacher Education" (Joyce,
1971, pp. 1-27):
Imagine that each of the 10 institutions had in fact grad
uated a first class of at least 100 students. Imagine that
these graduates really looked like the ideal teacher described
by each institution. Also imagine that this group of approxi
mately 1,000 teachers was scattered at random in the public
schools of the region or perhaps of the nation.
Should this
miracle have occurred this last fall, our prediction is that
the corps would make little or no difference in the ongoing
life of the public school and that a large portion of these
people would barely last out their first year.
Wilson went on to describe the Models as "exciting, gutsy and strong
attacks on major problems in the field."

The problem she hypothesized

was built upon the school's ability to resist major change.

She felt

that there was a definite gap between reality and the concepts of the
teacher found in the Models.

Rather than foredoom the Models hypo

thetical graduates, WTilson proceeded to propose means of making the
products feasible.
It was assumed that Models' graduates would seek employment in
a variety of school situations.

This tended to point toward a need

for leadership training to produce supportive administrative frame
works.

Further, schools might well profit from a broken front approach

wherein one building would originally capitalize on the products of the
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Teacher Education Models.

A total school system might profit from upgrad

ing in terms of what they find palatable in the conceptual Models,, "select
a philosophical stance or mode or format to suit its own gestalt" (Joyce,
1971, p. 12).

Wilson suggested lining up the Models on several con

tinuums for this purpose (p. 13):
1.

2.

3.

4.

From the relatively conservative to the relatively far-out
(from the University of Georgia to University of Syracuse
or Teachers College, Columbia).
From a tj-ghtlx structured highly sequenced type of curric
ulum and organization to that which is moj^jyjen^jmd less
carefully planned (from University of Pittsburgh to Uni
versity 75f~Tias5Achusetts) .
From the relatively simple to the high l y m omplex both in
organizational structure and conception (University of
Pittsburgh to Michigan State University).
From curriculum and school climates weighted toward the
cognd-t4ve__demain^ to those which give more attention to
the affective or emotional part of man's nature (Michigan
State to Syracuse University).

With such approaches and built-in supports for Models and Models products,
there would be greater feasibility for the impact of Models and for con
tinuing efforts and influence of Models Programs' teachers.
Systems for Managing the Learning Systems. Models teams took the
position that in order to monitor large programs, to personalize and indi
vidualize them for particular students, comprehensive management systems
were necessary.

Systems management was built in to allow for individual

differences in goals, achievement and learning style; to allow for pro
gram revision; to insure continuous feedback and evaluation for profes
sors and students alike; and to integrate components and support systems.
Joyce (1971, p. 1) identified the "Assumptive World of Systems
Planning in Teacher Education," particularly of program Models as made
up of three parts:
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1.
2.
3.

A commitment to the application of systematic, futurerelated planning procedures to education.
A commitment to bring educational training to bear
directly on the revision of public education.
Even more of an awareness of the possibilities of con
temporary management technology.

The Models, in general, took the position that an individualized or per
sonalized program cannot be developed for a large number of teacher
trainees without facilities for obtaining and storing vast amounts of
information about the students and accordingly maintaining and deliver
ing a great variety of alternative instructional experiences for stu
dents and advisors alike.
At the time that the Models evolved, technologies had developed
to a point wherein large and complex information storage and retrieval
systems were available and made possible management systems for coor
dinating student characteristics and achievement with program alter
natives.

Joyce (1971, p. 1) advanced a prevalent concern of the edu

cation world in this regard:
Very few educators have as yet become familiar with these tech
nologies, partly because they are new and not yet disseminated
throughout the education community and partly because many
educators equate "management systems" with "dehumanization,"
and have reacted adversely.
The Models proponents, on the other hand, were relatively cornfortable with the management systems idea and proposed that educators
can learn to use them to make education more flexible and human.

Models

builders believed that technology could make massive data available for
making judgments for and by particular students, not to replace these
human judgments.

For example, in the Florida program three purposes

were served by a computerized management system (Florida State Univer
sity, 1968, p. 12):

(1) Each trainee's progress was monitored and data
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relative to his progress and to probability of success in the program
were available to him and to his counseling professor at all times;

(2)

Summary data would be available to project managers regarding all
trainees at all times.

Data would include projections as to points

at which trainees would have progressed in the near future in order
that managers could plan for personnel, space and materials; and (3)
Provide data for researchers interested in a multitude of variables
related to success in training and in on-the-job teaching.

The

Florida Management System utilized a PERT network for provision of
information to the trainee and to his counseling professor while a
retrieval system provided the trainee's background information and
performance data for program managers and researchers.
As in respect to other aspects of Model development, Models met
the challenges of management and controj^in different ways.

Michigan

developed the capability to store its learning modules in computer
banks and to locate them by means of a natural language retrieval sys
tem (Michigan State University, 1968).

Their program was developed

such that a current program of modules could be modified through addi
tion of modules or through modification of those in use.

The Michigan

team, however, described their program as machine independent, a pro
gram not limited to the computer activity of their university.
Since Models other than Michigan and Florida simply provided
variations upon the management theme, it will suffice to say that the
Models teams worked in a conceptual world of systems theory.

They

believed that through application of systems efficiency to teacher
preparation, programs would hypothetically be personalized for the
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student and consequently would result in a more effective teacher in the
classroom.

Finally, the Models proposed that systems management would

strengthen colleges and universities as seats of desirable innovation
capable of being cycled into public school classrooms more readily than
in existing organization.
This chapter had as its objective, a brief preview of the exten
sive products of independent Models' team efforts in the USOE Project in
Elementary Teacher Education.

Heavy reliance was placed upon summaries

of final reports and upon critiques of the Models in addition to analy
sis of the final reports themselves.

Following a suggestion of Houston,

Director of the Michigan State University Project in personal interview,
the following chapter is delimited to the study of field experiences
only with an evolving synthesis of field experiences which may be adapt
able for particular colleges or universities.

This delimitation may

facilitate a more in-depth synthesis and analysis of one phase of
teacher education for application to established programs of teacher
education.

CHAPTER V

FIELD EXPERIENCES:

SIMILAR AND UNIQUE FEATURES,

SYNTHESIS AND APPLICATION

The Michigan State University Model for Elementary Teacher Edu
cation was used as a point of departure for consideration of common and
unique features of the Models' treatment of field experiences.

The

resulting analysis and synthesis of field experiences component of the
Models tended to answer the questions:
1.

Reliance

on technology?

2.

Emphasis

on individualization?

3.

Emphasis

on performance criteria and behavioral

objectives and subsequent evaluation?
4.

Cooperation of all concerned with teacher education;
academic and education departments; the public
schools; private industry, the state departments of
education and local communities?

5.

Differentiated roles for students during their field
experiences?

6.

Provisions for a variety of experiences— age levels,
cultures, specializations, kinds of schools as rural,
urban or suburban?

7.

Trends toward separate of degree and certification
requirements?
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These concerns will serve as topics for development of tne ensuing
chapter.
Consistent with the definition in Chapter I, field experiences
were viewed as those learning experiences in teacher education wherein
the student worked directly with children in a learning situation.
This included aspects of the local community which related to the
school or the teacher's understanding of the community's children.
Field experiences were viewed by the Models as adjunct experiences.
Field experiences analyzed, that is, were proposed by the respective
Models to ^eijjforce objectives of professional education introduced
earlier in components in the students' programs.

n

As such, field expe

riences were seen as serving the two-fold function of providing oppor
tunity for application of previously gained understanding plus the
opportunity to collect data for additional challenge for further oncampus study.
Clinical experiences were given a different connotation in that
they involved both field and simulated experiences with special empha
sis of diagnostic or corrective work.

This broader category of expe

riences was most supportive of developing the agreed upon Models' view
of the teacher as a clinician and a day-to-day decision maker.

Clini

cal and field experiences alike are client oriented and involve mani
pulation of instructional variables and consideration of resulting
feedback so that evaluation by self and by others may contribute to
the trainee's growth.

In review, it is significant to note that the

study at hand was delimited to analysis of field experiences of the
clinical experience components in teacher education.
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Michigan State University.

In accord with the prevailing views

of the Models of the performing teacher as a clinician and a decision
maker, the Michigan State University (1968, p. A-ll) recommended devel
opment of the student's clinical behavior style of teaching through "pro
gressive intensity of pre-professional contact with children" built into
their pre-service program of teacher education.

Four progressive phases

of experiences were described:
1.

Tutorial

2.

Career-decision seminar.

3.

Analytical study of teaching.

4.

Team teaching and internship.

The tutorial phase of the Michigan State University Model advo
cated early experiences with children in programs of teacher education
as important for "reality testing purposes."

Child-related roles sug

gested by the Model designs included working in Head Start programs, in
children's hospitals, in pre-school programs or at the local YMCA or
YWCA to name a few.

Purposes of this phase, as seen by Michigan State

University (1968, p. 45) included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Role identification.
Self-screening.
Reality testing of children-models.
Sensitivity training.
General awareness of people— their hopes, dreams,
and ways of acting.
In phase two, the Career-Decision Seminar, Michigan State Univer

sity sought to assist teacher education prospects to decide (1968, p. 46)
1.
2.

Should I become a teacher?
If so, what general age children am I most likely to be
effective with?
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3.
4.

Do I
room
If I
most

prefer the activities and role of a general class
teacher, or should I specialize in a subject area?
choose to be a subject, specialist, which area is
suitable?

This phase, in actuality, would run concurrently with phase one to
reinforce the influence of the tutorial field experience on the deci
sions made in phase two.

In addition to assisting students in making

decisions this phase was designed to (Michigan State University, 1968,
p. 48):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Collect actuarial and personal data on students as base
line information for study programs.
Follow-up tutorial experiences of students who have
worked with children in a variety of situations.
Introduce the role and functions of an elementary teacher.
Provide simulated classroom experiences for reality test
ing purposes.
Provide for early screening of candidates to be admitted
to the program.
Include some sensitivity-training relating to needs of
others.

Phase one and two would typically be scheduled within the first two years
of the student’s program.
Analytical Study of Teaching, phase three of Michigan's program,
would provide for student growth as a teacher-decision-maker through
testing of teaching skills in real and simulated situations.

Video

taping of micro-teaching experiences comparable to Stanford's approach
in micro-teaching would enable review and evaluation of teaching per
formance of teaching skills.
The fourth phase, a departure from common student teaching
assignments, incorporated the student as a pre-intern (student teacher
equivalent) within a team structure.

The Michigan Model hypothetical

team consisted of an intern consultant (a highly skilled experienced
teacher selected from an elementary school to work full-time with
interns), intern teachers or experienced teachers plus pre-interns.
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Advantages of phase four over traditional student teaching
included the opportunity to work with several personalities (team mem
bers) in more than one classroom at more than one grade level.

Stu

dents were encouraged to view total school organization, interrelated
functions of all school personnel and to analyze performance of, in
addition to receive assistance from, senior team members.

This was a

junior-year experience in the Michigan Model.
The final phase of the Michigan program was the internship,
"an academic year in an elementary classroom under the guidance of an
intern consultant."

In this plan it was proposed that five fourth

year interns would be assigned to five classrooms or teaching stations
under the direction of an intern consultant.

Supervision was made pos

sible by equating the salaries of this team of six with that of five
first year teachers.
The fourth-year internship was designed after an Elementary
Intern Program (EIP), a fifth-year internship that had been in progress
for more than nine years in cooperation with the Lansing Public Schools.
The recommendation of the internship in the fourth year resulted from
feedback from students over a period of years recommending a consolida
tion of total program.
Florida State University.

The proposed Florida program was

comprised of three distinct, yet interrelated phases, each involving
field experiences in varying degrees.

The first two years of study,

the underclass phase, was concentrated on general education.

The pre

service phase commenced with the student's junior year and continued
through the senior year.

The in-service phase included the final
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objectives and included two years off-campus and three summers on-campus
following graduation with the B. A. Degree and culminated in the M. A.
Degree and full professional certification.
During the "underclass" phase, pre-professional studies consti
tuted that segment of general education work specifically in the behav
ioral sciences plus additional simulated activities or direct experiences
in schools or other community agencies.

The pre-professional studies

would make up about one-third of the student's time in the "underclass"
general education.
The direct field experiences of the Florida Model underclass
phase were termed "early awareness-involvement."

Purposes seen for

including exposures to teaching and learning at this stage were stated
as (Florida State University, 1968, p. 46):
1.

2.

3.

4.

Trainees can become aware of the nature of elementary
school teaching and its intended impact on pupils'
learning.
Trainees can secure accurate information about the
demands which this particular preparation program
will place on them if they choose to apply to enter
it.
Trainees can be helped to determine the strength and
direction of their motivation for entry into a program
leading to a career in elementary school teaching.
Program staff will be helped to obtain information on
potential trainees in terms of aptness, motivation and
personality suitability for entry into training that
will be of assistance in selection.
Phase two of the Florida Model, the pre-servicd phase, commenced

with formal admission to the program of elementary teacher education.
The "professional preparation component" of this phase (Florida State
University, 1968, pp. 48-49) involved:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Selection and writing of objectives.
Selecting and organizing content.
Selecting and executing appropriate instructional strategies.
Evaluating the outcomes of the instruction.
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It is significant to understanding of the Florida Model to note that the
foregoing objectives were seen as leading to competencies necessary for
"initial teaching," not a sufficient set of teaching behaviors to qualify
a new teacher to meet all the demands of teaching in classrooms of the
decades ahead.
In this phase as in phase one, theory-practice contiguity were
provided for through observation, simulation, and micro-teaching either
through simulated or direct classroom experience.

While not directly

stated by the Florida team, their reports seem to support that "earlyawareness involvement" could or to some degree must be provided through
simulated experiences over actual classroom situations.

To illustrate,

a trainee's typical progression in Florida's phase (Florida State Uni
versity, 1968, p. 53) would provide:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Systematic analysis of taped or actual teaching episodes.
Response to simulated instructional situations.
Teaching in small scale situations such as one-to-one
tutoring and micro-teaching.
Single task teaching to normal size groups such as teach
ing a unit of work to a class.
Reality experiences in which a trainee takes major respon
sibility for teaching a group of students over a period of
time sufficiently long to enable him to meet performance
criteria for beginning teacher.

About one-third of the trainee's time in this phase would be devoted to
supportive course work.
The in-service phase of the Florida hypothesized program, in
contrast to Michigan, followed the completion of undergraduate require
ments during the first two years of on-the-job teaching plus "supple
mentary and complementary" work during three ensuing summers on-campus.
While phase two was viewed as preparation of teachers "to begin their
teaching careers," in-service work was seen as providing continuing
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preparation for those things that can be best learned after teaching
experience has begun.

This period would be supportive of teachers'

reviewing and implementing innovative practices and would provide upto-date exposure to the challenges of recent findings of educational
research.

Hypothetically, these teachers would become involved in

field testing of new ideas or their own variations of recent findings.
This view of in-service training supported Florida's position of the
performing teacher, a functionary determined in terms of task analysis
with continued and renewed analysis of the tasks of each performing
teacher.
The field work program of this phase was designed to give par
ticular emphasis to these objectives (Florida State University, 1968,
p. 116):
1.

2.

3.

To expand concepts and improve skills already partially
developed by trainees in the preservice phase. Such
concepts and skills relate to the role of the teacher
in the teaching act, the nature of subject matter and
its use in teaching, and preactive, interactive, and
postactive aspects of teaching.
To develop new concepts and skills related to the total .
act of teaching, including instructional design, teach
ing skills and evaluation.
To extend teacher behaviors to include those necessary
for the assumption of full professional responsibility.
These will have been treated very indirectly in the pre
service phase. Here they can be observed and experienced
directly in reality.

/

*

Trainees in this phase would have time to engage in the experience
described since they were less than full-time teachers working under
public school staff associates in liaison with university staff.
The Portal Schools Concept developed by the Florida State
University team was the enabling vehicle for field experiences of
each of the three phases of their program of teacher education.
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Florida State University viewed their proposed portal schools as varying
according to school systems, yet having certain common characteristics.
For example, portal school leaders would of necessity be educators
favorably inclined toward innovation.

Efforts of building implementa

tion of forms of new curricula patterns and organizational patterns
plus utilization of new media in a supportive manner would be evident.
The portal schools identified xtfould be in more complete harmony
with the objectives of Model teacher education programs than schools
more randomly involved as in existing programs.

The cooperating dis

tricts would be encouraged to implement cooperative portal school
endeavor as a means of assimilating new personnel into their districts.
Further, the district would be provided with centers within their sys
tem keyed for the promotion of change.

A possible portal school staff

ing cycle for a building of thirty teachers follows (Florida State
University, 1968, p. 123):
1.

2.

3.

First year of operation.
a. Twenty teachers from the regular instructional staff
of the local system.
b. Ten first year interns.
Second and succeeding years of operation.
a. Ten teachers from staff of local system.
b. Ten second year interns.
c. Ten first year interns.
Each year threafter, ten new fully certified professional
teachers available each year for assignment throughout
local school system.

In addition to the time spent within the staff cycle described three
summer sessions would further reinforce the objectives identified for
field experiences of the in-service phase.

Summer work on-campus

would include some time for planning with portal school and univer
sity personnel regarding the pending fall quarter teaching assignment.
The trainee would develop a more rational basis for his teaching
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behaviors through study of professional education.

Teaching behaviors

would be further scrutinized in terms of political and sociological
aspects relating to the profession.

The individual trainee would have

the opportunity to pursue specialization in areas of elementary educa
tion beyond that provided in the pre-service undergraduate program.
In the Florida State University Model, a computerized manage
ment control system would provide detailed monitoring of the perform
ance of the student in teacher education, his progress and current
status.

For field experiences, as for all other program components,

this feature would theoretically make it possible to arrange a flex
ible schedule of experiences for each student.

A program manager

would receive reports on present and projected student activities
from the computer that would enable him to determine needs of human
and material resources for any given period of time.
Florida State University team members recognized that their
Model program of teacher education would require staff _development
and retraining.

Since the novice and the seasoned veteran member of

the faculty alike would be experiencing new roles in the Model,
Florida sensed the need for proceeding cautiously in order not to
promote personal insecurities stemming from radical change.

They

proposed an examination of current faculty competencies in compari
son with competencies needed to implement a program for producing
their viewed "performing teacher."

The difference between the

existing staff competencies and those needed would yield the needed
in-service dimension.

In short, the staff would be expected to pos

sess or understand the same behaviors that they in turn would develop
within their trainees.
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In the area of field experiences, the in-service preparation of
staff associates was of particular concern.

As personnel on joint

appointment with the college and the public school, their responsibility
would be in the area of field experiences in portal schools.
These joint appointees would be trained during two successive
summers.

Initially they would be introduced to the same behaviors as

the full-time college faculty, thus to the same goals as trainees would
have undergone prior to field experiences in portal schools.

They

would further be exposed to a range of procedures for working with
trainees including techniques of micro-teaching, simulation of vari
ous sorts, interaction analysis, and individually prescribed instruc
tion.

No mention was made in this section on preparation of staff

regarding preparation of "classroom supervisors" not in portal schools.
Admittedly, Florida State University would not be able to place all
their pre-service and in-service trainees in portal schools for their
field experiences.
Syracuse University.

The student of teacher education of the

Syracuse Model would fulfill the liberal arts requirement during his
first two years on-campus.

Upon making the decision to enter teacher

education toward the end of the sophomore year, he would be admitted
to the junior pre-professional year.

Should he decide during this

year that he does not wish to teach, the pre-professional credits
would transfer to another university department as electives.
was a privilege not frequently found in existing programs.

This

Syracuse

saw the purpose of the junior pre-professional year as threefold
(Syracuse University, 1968, p. 35):
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1.

To introduce the student to the field of education by
exposure to each of the six professional components
(the components: curriculum and methods, child_development, teaching theory and practice, professional
seris^ivitY~^M~~trainijag,' socialT'and' cuPtraga^f oundations and self directed) and by^b~thjinig~^egin_^o build
a repertoire of skills, understandings feeling states
and processes as a foundation for continued professional
study during the senior professional and resident years.
To provide an opportunity to experience the field of edu
cation at both a theoretical and practical level of
engagement with elementary, school pupils in both tutorial
and micro-teaching episodes.
To assist the student in malting a decision about whether
or not to continue with full time professional study dur
ing the senior and resident years.

2.

3.

While students would move through the components at their own pace, they
must have tested out with a level of competency in each of the six areas
by the end of the junior year.
The pre-professional program would begin with a module in the
Professional Sensitivity Training Component (Syracuse University, 1968,
p. 45).

This prerequisite module, "Increasing Awareness of Self Through

T-Group Training," was designed to prepare the student for interpersonal
relationships in the schools through gaining insights of self as a per
son.

The ensuing modules were designed to provide the student with

necessary skills and understandings for tutoring in the schools.

As

in the Michigan program, tutoring provided the first field contact with
the public schools.

These would be schools designated as "tutorial and

micro-teaching centers," not unlike the portal schools concept of
Florida.

An obvious difference noted was that students would be

assigned to a center director and a team of specially trained clini
cal teachers, all on the public school staff.

The clinical teachers

would be prepared to identify pupils would could benefit fr~
ing experience with a "beginning professional student."

Furrn

tutor-
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the clinical teachers would serve as diagnosticians and remediators for
guiding the tutors.
The clinical teacher would arrange for the tutor to work with
children of different ages, diverse cultural and social backgrounds
and in different subject fields during his junior pre-professional
year.

Figure 2.9 (Syracuse University, 1968, p. 47) represents the

protocooperation concept of the Syracuse Model:
Organization of the Personnel of a Typical
Tutorial and Micro-Teaching Center
T---------------------------------------------- "

Clinical
Teacher
1
Student

1

i
Pupils

l
Student
1
1
Pupils

i

Clinical
Teacher
i
1
Student
Student
i
t
i
1
Pupils
Pupils

>

Clinical
Teacher
1
i
----Student
Student
\
i
i
Pupils
Pupils

_____________________ Indicates supervisory responsibility.
---------------------Indicates tutorial or micro-teaching
responsibility.
Syracuse University (1968, p. 48) expanded the "protocooperation
concept by hypothesizing that educational industry and regional labora
tories could collaborate with the schools and colleges in predicting
material development needs, actually developing and pilot testing mate
rials for use in the pre-professional year.
In addition to tutoring and concomitant observation and partici
pation, students would participate in the final pre-professional compo
nent, the Self-Directed component.

Through interaction in seminars,

writing of a baseline goal paper for presentation to his advisor and
through conferences with his advisor, the student would project goals
for his senior year.

These goals, by this point in the year, might

be in or outside of the field of education.

During this period of

self evaluation and goal setting, the student progressed from a
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tutorial role to micro-teaching of small groups of pupils.
upon:

Emphasis was

(1) planning for the micro-teaching lesson; (2) actual teaching

method; and upon (3) awareness and sensitivity of personal teaching
behavior.

The latter objective of micro-teaching in the pre

professional experience at Syracuse was in contrast with the "sequen
tial development of skills" as stressed by Allen and Cooper in early
micro-teaching efforts at Stanford.
The Syracuse team removed traditional barriers of senior status
for permitting students to enter such senior activities in education as
student teaching.

The student in the Syracuse Model could enter the

senior professional year upon successful completion of the junior
activities.

The senior year was simply an expression used to satisfy

familiar language of the academic world.
During the senior year the student would build upon the junior
year components and modules.

The program was designed to bring the

student to the level of "competent beginning generalist teacher."

A

teaching center for the senior professional experiences was hypothesized
with the organization below (Syracuse University, 1968, p. 51):
Coordination with university based aspects of the program
!
Center Director
T- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

Clinical Professor
for Measurement

Clinical Professor
for Instructional
Materials

i

T

‘
'
Clinical Teacher

i
i

Clinical Teacher

|

I

|

Student

Stuiient

Student

|
Student

Clinical Professor
for Methods and
Curriculum
i

i
I
Clinical Teacher

|
Student

|
Student

Senior students would work in pairs for full-time professional study of
theory, knowledge and skill building in the actual school setting.

It
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would be difficult to distinguish between course work and field work since
the staffing pattern provided above would allow an interweaving of theory
and application.

The modules for the year would demand a cycling of

increasingly complex teaching acts involving the expertise of the center
director and the clinical professors (college appointments) and the
clinical teachers (public school appointments).

To illustrate, if the

module at hand involved testing instruments, the clinical professor of
measurement and the clinical teacher of measurement would be responsible
for instruction and supervision.
In common with the junior pre-professional year, senior students
would have opportunity to teach different subjects, different age groups
and children of diverse cultural and social backgrounds.

While students

would teach in relation to each of the six basic components of the junior
and senior years, they would in addition have half-day exploratory teach
ing experience to tie the increasingly complex skills together.

An impor

tant feature of the Syracuse Model was the driving desire of the team to
develop self-directed learners in the program, people who in turn would
be able to promote self-direction in their pupils.

Thus, the self-

directed component of the junior year continued in the senior year of
professional preparation.

While the senior was cultivating competencies

of the generalist (nursery school through grade six), he and his advisor(s)
considered suitable specialization in terms of interests, talents, saleability, prestige, etc.

Goals resulting from self evaluation, advisor

influence and seminars would assist the student in deciding what he would
like to accomplish during his fifth^^r_Jn^resideiice.
True to form, Syracuse team members went into great length in
describing the7Resident Center School,) the organizational pattern and
>..... ....... .
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related fifth year resident experiences.

The Resident Center School, not

unlike the Teaching Center for senior students, was staffed with personnel
from public schools and colleges alike.

The public school "resident cen

ter teachers," unlike the clinical teacher of pre-professional and pro
fessional experiences, did not enter into a supervisory role.

Rather they

would associate with these older, more experienced teachers as colleagues
and members of teaching teams.

In contrast to the senior year when the

student was exposed to multiple and diverse experiences in several cen
ters, the resident would specialize in one center in a specific area of
interest.

Residents would be assigned as teams of two in a partnership

teaching endeavor.

They would share responsibility for one teaching

station and would each be paid half-salary.

Supervision would be the

responsibility of the resident director and the staff of clinical pro
fessors .
Prior to the year in residence the student would spend the summer
in exploratory activities individualized in nature to provide guidance in
selecting his specialty.

In some contrast to existing graduate programs

wherein each student must first fit into an already prescribed program of
studies, the Syracuse Model student and the Facilitating Center of the
Self-Directed Components would design a program of studies leading to the
student's desired specialty.

The following summer the student would com

plete the performance criteria with culmination in a Master's degree or
fifth year equivalent.

Provisional or permanent certification would be

received at this time, depending upon the state of employment.
Hypothetical though it may be, the Syracuse program of field
experiences did appear to be consistent with views of preparing the
performing teacher through the give and take of the "intention-action-
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feedback" process.

The success of such a program of teacher education

would ultimately depend upon receptive public school.and college educa
tors with a sense of need for change.

Further, they would need to have

the expertise to adapt and implement changes appraised as potentially
worthwhile.

The need for the support of time, materials and adminis

trators in key positions would be critical.
University of Massachusetts.

The Massachusetts team accepted

the challenge of developing a highly individualized program of teacher
education for preparation of their "performing teacher" with compe
tencies in the broad areas of human relations, content and teaching
skills.

As a team they appeared highly critical of measuring student

progress in terms of credits and courses taken and the amount of time
that he had survived within a program.

Rather than being critical of

traditional structure per se, the team appeared to be reacting to an
apparent lack of direction or continuity within rather prescriptive
existing programs.
Consequently, the Massachusetts Model was developed around an
open, yet "integrated total system" or learning situation with constant
decision-making on the part of individual teacher education students
(University of Massachusetts, 1968).

The emergent decision-making

process was accompanied by a "measurement-evaluation feedback" process
whereby the student was constantly aware of his progress within the
total system.

This concept correlated closely with the "intent-action-

feedback" process of the Syracuse Model's performing teacher.
The Massachusetts Model conveyed clearly some criticisms about
existing programs of teacher education and did develop a pervading
philosophy of what teacher education programs should be and do.
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However, suggested means for reaching such ends were rather nebulous.
Field experiences were not too specifically reported and are reviewed
here in terms of how they would "probably function" in a program with
a given philosophy.

The Massachusetts task force did, in their systems

thinking, project a continuum of pre-service through in-service teacher
preparation, but not through distinct phases as in the Florida, Michigan
and Syracuse Models.
The task force accented the view of the previous Models cited in
this chapter, that existing programs of teacher education are devoting
their attention to preparation of a "finished product."

Thus, they

viewed students progressing through undergraduate work without success
fully assimilating the concept of continuing education for constant
upgrading and updating of expertise in the classroom.

Further, they

supported criticisms of existing graduate in-service work as "irre
levant, inadequately taught and inconvenient in terms of time and
place of course offerings" (University of Massachusetts, 1968, pp.
54-56).
In response to these criticisms they, the Massachusetts team,
advocated a differentiated teaching staff structure in the public
schools that would make pre-service through in-service work meaning
ful and realistic.

Growing teachers, i.e., perennial students of

education, would move along the continuum of pre-service through inservice work.

They would at the same time progress from one role to

another within the differentiated staffing structure.

This would

encourage continuation of a performance-based program throughout the
continuum with specific performance criteria identified for additional
responsibilities and new roles.

Theoretically, a program of this
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description could change the motive for advanced work from the need for a
new credential or a renewed teaching certificate toward the desire for
professional growth designed to benefit of both pupils and self.
The Massachusetts task force suggested that in order to test the
professional growth from pre-service through in-service continuum it
would be desirable for a school of education and a "cluster of elemen
tary schools" to insure that four elements were available in their
cooperative setting (University of Massachusetts, 1968, p. 60):
1.

2.
3.

4.

Levels of responsibility based on differentiated perform
ance criteria through which a person could grow as a
teacher during a total career.
Areas of specialization designated within each level of
responsibility.
A plan of initial placement and parallel advancement for
each of the levels of responsibility and areas of
specialization.
Supporting strategies and systems necessary to initiate,
coordinate and maintain such a pre-service through inservice continuum.

The differentiated staffing structure suggested for pre-service through
in-service continuity of training was diagrammed as follows (University
of Massachusetts, 1968, p. 64):
Mon-tenure

Non
tenure
Teacher
Intern

Tenure
Associate
Teacher

Non
tenure
Senior
Teacher

„
Tenure
-Staff
Teacher

Master
Teacher

t

Inservice

Continuum
of Performance
Criteria

Helping Teacher, Potential Teacher
P r e -s e r v ic e

Educational Technician, Teacher Aide
..

.

_____________________

,

Differentiated Levels of Responsibility
Elementary Teaching Career
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The educational technicians and aides were members of the staff
who were not interested in teaching as a career, therefore not likely
to seek further preparation to "move up the ladder."
were involved, interested high school students.

Potential teachers

When these potential

teachers were already involved in teacher education during the early
portion of their college careers, they were viewed as helping teachers.
They were allowed and encouraged to explore personal teaching interests
through teaching efforts at different grade levels, subject areas, etc.
In addition to vertical movement along the pre-service through inservice continuum, teachers could move horizontally through performance
competencies leading to an area of specialization.
Teacher interns were paid members of the staff, juniors or sen
iors in their professional studies who interned open endedly until
graduation (up to two years).

Following a successful internship, the

student could become an associate and in time a tenured teacher.

Highly

successful experience as an associate teacher supplemented by meeting
appropriate in-service performance criteria qualified one for the posi
tion of staff teacher, an exemplary teacher in his own right.

In like

manner, additional experience and in-service work could lead to the
status of senior teacher, a role wherein he would become a curriculum
leader, an innovator in content organization and method alike, a
teacher-of-teachers, students, and pupils alike.

The final or top

level role hypothesized was that of Master Teacher, a leader of sen
ior teachers through educational research.

He would be the critical

'link between on-going research and classroom application of findings.
The senior teacher and master teacher alike would retain tenure only
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to the level of staff teacher, thus avoiding the possibility of the Peter
Principle in action, "rising to the level of inefficiency."
The in-service end of the continuum was accented by the role of
the college in the Placement Subsystem. Massachusetts expanded the
placement role with heavy emphasis upon follow-up, feedback and evalua
tion not only of teachers but of the systems where they were employed.
Great concern was indicated for placement of graduates according
to their competencies and specialties.

Through the use of a computer

bank in placement services an applicant could apply and interview for
a specific type of role in a differentiated schema.
The teaching skills and content competencies of the Massachusetts
performing teacher would be developed behaviorally through micro-teaching
and videotaping, a procedure earlier developed by Allen and Cooper prior
to their move from Stanford to Massachusetts.

Eighteen technical skills

of teaching used in the hypothetical program were organized within five
themes (University of Massachusetts, 1968, p. 88):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Response repertoire.
Questioning skills.
Increasing student participation skills.
Creating student involvement skills.
Presentation skills.

While not specifically stated, it seemed a natural assumption that in
developing teaching skills, use would be made of concepts and procedures
of interaction analysis.

The five themes correlated closely with the

categories of the Flanders System of Interaction Analysis.
The human relations component of the performing teacher was
viewed as an expansion upon the humanistic views of Allen and Cooper
and presented the task force with a worthy challenge.

They defined
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human relations quite simply as "behaviors exhibited in relation to self
and other individuals, and in relation to groups."

Their suggested per

formance criteria for this component were organized as (University of
Massachusetts, 1968, p. 86):
1.
2.

3.

General Performance Criteria for human relations.
Intrapersonal system skills.
a. Awareness of self as self.
Physiological and non-verbal skills
Verbal skills
b. Awareness of self in relation to self and others
Attending behavior skills
Flexibility skills
Decision-making skills
Interpersonal system skills.
a. Dyadic interactions.
b. Small group interaction.
c. Classroom interaction.
d. Organization interaction.
e. Specific issues.
Sexual awareness.
Racial relations.
Though not developed in detail, the Massachusetts task force con

sidered the matter of urban education, teaching strategies, and experi
ences to be expanded upon.

This was a response to the need for a rather

special performing teacher in the urban school.

While not directly

interrelated with human relations performance criteria in the Massa
chusetts report, it would seem pertinent that the components operate
in close interrelationship.
A certain vagueness existed in the Massachusetts Model description
of field experiences— earliness, nature and duration.

Some insight into

field experiences may have been provided through task force views of the
supervisory role.

The task force broadly conceptualized the supervisor

of field experiences as the usual college—based supervisor or the super
visor stationed in the school district (classroom or joint appointment).
In addition they included within the term "supervisor" other public
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school personnel as principals and department heads who may become
involved directly or indirectly in appraisal of student teacher per
formance and growth.

They appeared less concerned about spelling out

the identification of responsibility, college, public school or shared
and emphasized rather upon preparation for the role of supervision.
The task force identified the following supervisory skills and
techniques for in-service preparation (University of Massachusetts,
1968, p. 138):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
3.

Observation methods.
Feedback techniques.
Counseling techniques.
Knowledge of paradigms of teaching.
Supervisory strategies.
Evaluation skills.

While they did not develop precise performance objectives for developing
these skills and techniques, a systems approach was promoted including
the possible procedures of field experience, micro-teaching, simulation,
video-taped teaching episodes, programmed instruction and role playing.
The University of Massachusetts supported involvement of all college and
public school staff in supervisory training from this point of view.
While some staff members may not currently be directly involved with a
student teacher or with students of teacher education in early experi
ences prior to student teaching, their personal self-evaluation and
growth would depend upon up-to-date knowledge and skills of supervision.
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory.

The ComField con

sortium that was organized by the Northwest Regional Laboratory devel
oped what was designated the ComField (competency-based, field-centered)
Model of elementary teacher education to produce their conceptualized
performing teacher, "one who could produce learning."

In order to
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translate .this over-all objective into operational objectives for a future
oriented program of teacher education, the Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory Model had to dream a bit about what elementary education would
be like.

Using a systems approach they specified functions to be per

formed and the tasks necessary to accomplish each function.

While this

was a systems approach comparable to other Models, a gross difference
must be noted.

Instead of starting an analysis of the system with the

teaching act and teaching outcomes, they started with desired pupil out
comes, learning, the learning act.

While the manner of accomplishing

this was not an essential part of this study, the rationale was impor
tant for analysis of the Model field experiences.
The ComField team, while stressing individualization and per
sonalization throughout their program, insisted that prospective
teachers demonstrate competencies under field conditions, prior to
fulfilling certification requirements.

Taking the position that

"competencies" per se were of ultimate concern to the public schools,
ComField advocated public school involvement in decision making and
program operation.
two conditions:

The resulting Model developed competencies under

(1) under laboratory or simulated conditions prior

to actual field work and (2) under actual classroom conditions.

In

their spiraling program of teacher education, ComField hypothesized
competencies under the first condition as being primarily the respon
sibility of the college.

However, once performance criteria had been

satisfied in this pre-service, simulated situation, the student would
'enter the practicum, a public school phase with predominantly public
school responsibility.
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Implications of public school and college sharing of respon
sibility imply equal participation (Shalock, 1970, pp. 13-14):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Establishing the competencies that are to be demon
strated under laboratory conditions.
Establishing the behaviors or products of behavior that
are acceptable as evidence of these competencies.
Confirming the demonstration of competence under labora
tory condition.
Establishing the competencies to be demonstrated under
live classroom conditions.
Establishing the behaviors or products of behavior that
are acceptable as evidence of these competencies.
Confirming the demonstration of competence under field
conditions.
Representation in all policy matters relating to the
teacher education program.

A most significant implication of the aforegoing is the active and
expanded direct public school involvement and major responsibility
for field experiences.

ComField identified this as a new role for

public school personnel, a role with necessary competencies reached
through appropriate in-service education.
Since the pre-service experiences of the ComField Model are
more aptly termed clinical experiences, analysis of the in-service
practicum was appropriate for this study.

The Model contained two

major specifications in relation to in-service education (Shalock,
1970, p. 25):
1.

2.

A systematically designed, performance-based, fieldcentered and personally relevant inservice education
program shall be designed and implemented for instruc
tional personnel in the schools that will prepare them
to perform as supervising teachers in the practicum
phase of the preservice education program.
The instructional systems utilized in the practicum
phase of the preservice training program will be made
available to all experienced teachers in a school dis
trict that desire or are required to gain the compe
tencies through their use.
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As in other components of the ComField Model, specific in-service compe
tencies were not prescribed for public school and college personnel.

It

would appear that those cooperating in the ComField consortium viewed
the identification of competencies and the means of reaching them as
part of the "shared responsibility of the colleges and public schools."
This was perhaps a sound approach for a Model developed by a consortium
representing the diverse input of 26 colleges of Northwestern United
States, five state departments of education, the Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory and the Teaching Research Division of the Oregon
State System of Higher Education (Shalock, 1970).

Participants did

agree, however, that the cooperating personnel of the practicum phase,
public school and college alike, would be a part of staff utilization
quite different from those currently in operation.

While they did not

spell out a specific pattern of staff differentiation, the concept of
in-service education in relation to staffing pattern was somewhat
related to the Massachusetts approach to in-service training.
C o m F ie ld was s p e c i f i c a b o u t se q u e n ce f o r th e p r a c t ic u m f o r c o l 
le g e p r e - s e r v i c e and i n - s e r v i c e
c la s s r o o m s i t u a t i o n .

It

is

s t u d e n t s i n c o l l e g e o r th e p u b l i c

school

s i g n i f i c a n t t o r e c a l l t h a t w h i l e c la s s ro o m

s u p e r v i s o r s w o u ld be p r e p a r e d f o r t h e i r r o l e s a c c o r d in g t o c o l l e g e and
p u b lic

s c h o o l a g re e d upon c o m p e te n c ie s , o n c e p r e p a r e d t h e y w o u ld assum e

f u l l r e s p o n s ib ilit y f o r t h e ir s u p e r v is o r y r o l e .
m in im a l f u r t h e r in p u t w i t h th e s t u d e n t i n

T h e c o l l e g e w o u ld h a ve

th e p u b l i c

sch o o l s e ttin g .

The sequential, individualized practicum involved the student
proceeding from the simple to the complex and from the known to the
unknown in five areas of instructional experience (Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, 1968, p. 256):
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The
The
The
The
The

number of lessons taught per day.
number of pupils taught per lesson.
sequential context of the lesson taught.
cognitive level of the lesson taught.
level of decision responsibility.

To illustrate the ComField concept of moving from the simple to
the complex consider the Model student in terms of "the number of les
sons taught per day."
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6

Less than one lesson per day.
One lesson per day.
Two lessons per day.
Three lessons per day.
All except one or two lessons per day.
All lessons per day.

Viewed in terms of pre-service through in-service sequence the 1.1
situation might have been a micro-teaching situation on-campus with
peers or with borrowed children.

While the student progresses

sequentially, his rate of progress is determined by his performance.
Competency was emphasized over time element.
The sequence for "number of pupils taught" was similar to the
progression from tutoring a single child to working with small groups
to working with an entire class as found in previous Models analyzed.
In the instructional area of "sequential context" the student progressed
from teaching a discrete, one-shot lesson, as in microteaching, to a
lesson in a subject area sequence.

The final stage in sequential teach

ing would be a lesson within a unit sequence.
The "cognitive level" instructional area was a special emphasis
of ComField leaning heavily upon Shumsky's (1968) sequence:
4.1 Developing specific information.
4.2 Developing objective generalizations.
4.3 Developing creative thinking.
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The first level of supervision would be found in pre-service teaching as
in a micro-teaching situation, likely a one-shot lesson with one student
or a small group.

By the end of the particular student's practicum he

would have progressed well toward a sound level of self-criticism and
receptivity toward appraisal and suggestions of team members.
Columbia University.

If the institutions awarded contracts to

develop Phase I Models were invited to "dream a little" regarding future
programs of teacher education, the Columbia team would no doubt reach
the finals in competition.

These Model builders, in particular, qual

ified the factor of Models' rationale that "we do not expect that any
one will attempt to implement it (the Columbia Model) in the form in
which we have created it" (Columbia University, 1968, p. 10).

They

saw the Models Project in Elementary Teacher Education as a powerful
change agent, something for many institutions to draw from.
The teacher as an innovator, the premised performing teacher
of the Columbia Model, was identified as including the following four
essential roles:

(1) the institution-builder as described in Chapter

IV; (2) the interactive teacher; (3) the innovator; and (4) the
scholar.

In preparing for these roles, the Columbia people were

realistic in accepting that prospective teachers of necessity must
be prepared to teach in "existing schools."

However, these students

must in addition be prepared as teachers constantly evaluating and
exploring new approaches in a period of social and political change.
To quote from their rationale (Columbia University, 1968, p. 11):
It is necessary therefore to build a program which takes advan
tage of the virtues of the existing school and which prepares
its students to work in them, but which avoids the over
stabilizing effects of student teaching and intership which
characterize most present programs.
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The roles identified provided the skeleton or framework for the
Columbia hypothesized program of teacher education.

As in the analysis

of previous Models, field experiences could not be examined in complete
isolation from interrelated components of the program.
the roles provided these components.

In this Model,

To promote the concept of the

program of teacher education as an inquiry center, teacher candidates
were organized into "inquiry groups" of twelve students with faculty
input as counselors and seminar leaders.

The inquiry group negotiates,

so to speak, its way through each of the components with the help of
faculty.

It is critical for understanding of this Columbia concept of

strategy to identify the faculty involvement as available assistance
in contrast to that of group leader.
The inquiry groups were further subdivided into "feedback teams"
of three or four students for purposes of experimentation, coaching, and
setting of educational objectives in a democratic setting.

Another

structural feature of the Columbia Model enabling development of the
four components was coined the "Contact Laboratory."

The Contact

Laboratory was directly associated with the Model School of Inquiry.
It capitalized upon the needs of neighborhood children for remediation
and enrichment programs either during after school hours or during the
summer.

Student experiences in the Contact Laboratory were outlined

in brief (Columbia University, 1968, p. 20):
Phase

Type

Phase one

Experiencing the
school

Phase two

Small-group and tutorial teaching (Pref
erably in candidateoperated program).

Purpose
A four to eight week
apprenticeship to a
public school.
Ten to twenty weeks of
experimenting with
teaching strategies
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Phase three

Unit experimentation
in Inquiry School.

Group experiments in
teaching units taking
four to eight weeks.

Phase four

Experience in curric
ulum modes in Inquiry
School.

Observation-participa
tion experience in a
variety of ways of
teaching.

Phase five

Carrying on an educa
tional program.

Inquiry groups develop
and carry on a
candidate-operated
school program.

Phase six

Internship.

Paid teaching, prefer
ably in teams derived
from inquiry groups.

It was hypothesized that the experiences in the Contact Laboratory started
in the first weeks of the student's program and would continue into the
first year of paid teaching.

The continuity of experiences with children

was carefully designed to insure development of realistic skills.

On the

other hand, since each student was encouraged to approach each new expe
rience with an experimental outlook, he was not being conditioned or
locked into thinking that the school and method, etc. must continue as
it is today.
Components were structured with built-in self-evaluation and
evaluation by others in a manner providing for individual student par
ticipation in the component only until he had reached a desired level
of competency.

The component of the teacher as an innovator was built

on the premise that schools and the associated roles of teachers within
them were all parts of stabilizing forces of a bureaucratic structure.
According to tradition, this institutional structure would encourage
the assimilation of new teachers.
ing school and its program.

They would soon fit into the exist

In this component of the Columbia Model,

the student would be exposed to school structure and conventional roles.
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He would be encouraged to analyze what is and xvhat could be.

The commit

ment to change would be made operational through developing competencies
in new technology.

The rational was not to create a complete rebel to

turn loose in the schools, but an individual capable of working within
what is with creative and acceptable capacities for exerting a positive
influence as an agent'of change.
The institution-building component of the Columbia Model recog
nized the need in teaching for relating teaching strategy and content
to factors of particular neighborhoods— their institutions, their values,
family patterns, social and political interests, etc.

The component

appeared to have an inherent concern for the ^ffective realm of learning,
a humanistic outlook toward the process of education.
The processes of interactive teaching (component three) would
provide a necessary key for the teacher's successful functioning in each
of the other roles, as the innovator, the institution-builder or the
instructional-decision m

l"#

In order to be relatively successful in

any of these roles the teacher would theoretically be a confident, suc
cessful person.

Someone who is thus self assured can build or promote

interaction among individuals and within'groups.

The entire Columbia

program, as hypothesized, would tailor such skills from admittance into
the program until the student assumed his paid intern position.
The component of the teacher scholar, in addition to accenting
knowledge of other components, would provide for a rich and varied
background in the liberal arts and academic areas in addition to
theory of professional education.

While the Columbia Model builders

assumed considerable freedom in their dreaming of a future-oriented
program of teacher education, they did satisfy the criteria of
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behaviorality, unity and modelness described by Joyce and previously
alluded to in page 52 of this study.
University of Pittsburgh.

While each Model to some degree

accented concern for individualized instruction both in teacher educa
tion and in the public schools, the Pittsburgh team developed this con
cept with considerable thoroughness.

Other Models placed emphasis upon

the strategy or means of individualizing instruction.

University of

Pittsburgh placed primary weight in individualization upon the planning
prior to instruction (University of Pittsburgh, 1968, p. 69):
Individualized instruction consists of planning and conduct
ing, with each pupil, programs of study and day-to-day les
sons that are tailor-made to suit his learning requirements
and his characteristics as a learner.
An indirect relationship was noted between the University of Pittsburgh
Model emphasis upon individualization and the Columbia concept of
institution-builders, agents of change.

Pittsburgh people did view

individualization as a means of changing individuals— college per
sonnel, their students and thus prospective teachers, and in the end
students in the public schools and their schools.

The Pittsburgh team

developed a rather detailed, highly sequenced program for development
of their performing teacher, an individualizer of instruction.
The proposed flexible program of self-development of compe
tencies included components of:

(1) academic education,

sional education, (3) teacher competencies,
(5) a guidance component.

(2) profes

(4) clinical setting and

The Model followed a humanistic plan of

preparing to meet these competencies involving human behavior through
a general training plan (University of Pittsburgh, 1968, p. 7):
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General Training Plan
Personal and Professional
Development
Affective
Experiences

Cognitive
Input

Field
Experiences

The sequence for the plan above was not theoretically scheduled
according to a lock-step freshman, sophomore, junior or senior year
progression.
including:

Rather, the student would move through open-ended phases
(1) humanities., communications and language skills, social

sciences and natural sciences in phases one and two; (2) following an
interim period of intensified observation and tutoring the student
would move into student teaching, phase three; and (3) in phase four
would intern and continue study professional education at the same
time.

In each of the phases the Pittsburgh team proposed a strategy

progressing from one through six below (University of Pittsburgh,
1968, p. 72):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Specify learning goals.
Assess.
Diagnose.
Plan.
Guide.
Evaluate.

For a general flow-chart showing how a student could move through a mode
in any phase of the program, see Appendix G.
Pittsburgh Model builders viewed field experiences as a service
function of the trainees and the Model for the children being educated.
Further, they accented that these experiences for pre-service through
in-service included the retraining of involved personnel in the public
schools.

A fresh outlook regarding the function of field experiences

pinpointed the potential they could offer for research vis-a-vis human
behavior, development of materials and evaluation procedures.

The field experience schools recommended for pre-service through
in-service experiences followed slight variation from the patterns cited
for previously discussed Models.

They would involve close cooperation

between the public schools and the university and while supervising per
sonnel were proposed as employees of the district, they would be selected
by a coalition.

University staff members would frequently participate in

activities on the scene in the public schools in the hypothesized clini
cal setting.
It was interesting to note that in the Pittsburgh Model, a model
of highly individualized design, the designers built in a greater amount
of structure than any team cited to this point in this chapter.
University of Toledo.

The original Model proposal and the

resulting Model were the efforts of a consortium of state universities
in the state of Ohio.

Based upon their views of trends in education,

the consortium rejected the view of a teacher as a generalist, multi
purpose educator.

Their Model was designed to prepare a functioning

member of a team.

The conception of team teaching used as a point of

departure for the Toledo Model program was the Research and Instruc
tional Unit (multiunit school) developed by the Wisconsin Research and
Development Center for Cognitive Learning (University of Toledo, 1968).
A unique consideration in the Ohio consortium's target popula
tion for behavioral objectives was the inclusion of administrative and
supportive personnel.

While several of the Models included preparation

leading to competencies for college and university personnel and for
public school classroom supervisors, none had gone beyond the position
of identifying the role of administrative and supportive personnel as
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critical for new programs.

Sixty-two specifications were coded for prep

aration of the administrator of the multiunit school.
Since program emphasis upon performance criteria and behavioral
objectives were similar to other Models, attention will here be devoted
to the setting of field experiences and the staffing organization which
would make the program possible.
alluded to.

The key administrative role has been

The building principal would assume leadership in managing

all pre-service through in-service activities in his building.

Along

with supervising school personnel in the building he would supervise
and evaluate pre-service members of the teams.

As an advocate of indi

vidually guided instruction, he would also be a leader of research and
would encourage application of findings.

In working with unit leaders

and the Instructional Improvement they comprised, he would delegate
instructional responsibilities.

This would place the unit leader in

a leadership role (non-administrative) wherein he coordinates utiliza
tion of unit staff, materials, and resources.

He was viewed as a

leader of professional growth through demonstration teaching, teaching
to provide planning and research time for unit team members.
The team members, or teachers, were simply viewed as teachers
who planned cooperatively and worked with greater numbers of children
than the teacher of the self contained classroom.

However, he is also

involved in research activities and in the pre-service activities of
the unit.

The team planning effort implied choices, decision-making

regarding components and accompanying strategies.

Most important to

the success of the teacher and to the success of the unit, the teacher
was there because he or she made the choice to be involved in team
teaching in a program of individualized instruction.
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Pre-service members of the teams might include interns or pre
interns, though not in the same units.
two semesters in the building.

The intern could spend one or

In the event of a two semester intern

ship, the assignment would be scheduled between two units.

Interns

would assume teaching responsibilities at a rapid rate since they had
been involved in routine classroom affairs in the pre-intern experi
ence.

Two other members of teams included instructional secretaries

and teacher aides.

Responsibilities would be largely clerical in

nature but would depend upon the background of the individual.
An area of the Models that has been difficult to analyze was
the matter of performance evaluation.

In general evaluation has been

continuous and built into the performance criteria and thus the com
ponents of each program.

The University of Toledo Model outlined the

following evaluation techniques (University of Toledo, 1968, pp. 134135) :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Conferences.
Cumulative records.
Demonstration.
Examinations-teacher made and standardized.
Interviews.
Observation.
Operation-performance.
Questionnaire techniques.
Reports-oral and written.
Self-appraisal (included rating scales).
Socio-metric techniques.
Special assignments and exercises.
No suggested evaluation techniques.
Other evaluation techniques.

In developing specifications for program components, evaluation was pro
jected in terms of use of one or more of the above.

They do represent

a composite of techniques that have appeared previously in the Models
analyzed.

They also represent a multitude of possibilities for
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appraising growth pre-service through in-service education in a team
teaching situation as the multiunit school proposed by the Ohio con
sortium.
University of Georgia.

The Georgia approach to the development

of a performance Model was, first of all, to attempt to identify the
objectives of elementary education.

This was accomplished by building

objectives of the elementary school from the goals of what would be
considered a good elementary school today.

The next stage in the

strategy of the Georgia team was to identify the pupil learning behav
iors and the teacher teaching behaviors likely to achieve the objec
tives of elementary education.

These teaching and learning objectives

yielded the job analysis for the Georgia performing teacher.
At this point the Georgia team concluded that it would be
impossible to produce any one person who could do all these things.
In accord with the University of Toledo consortium, they indicated
that only through a team approach to instruction could the objectives
of the elementary school be successfully met.

In effect, their Model

was built around team teaching, team competencies and the type of
teacher education program which could produce individuals who could
function accordingly (University of Georgia, 1968).
The analysis of the job of the elementary teacher led to a
four category or four level description of teaching tasks:
(2) teaching assistant,

(1) aide,

(3) elementary teacher and (4) specialist.

This division of teaching tasks also provided the Georgia Model view
of a differentiated staff and their pre-service through in-service
education continuum for moving upward in the staffing structure.
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The Georgia team envisioned a high school graduate progressing
through the Model program approximately as outlined (University of
Georgia, 1968, p. 5):
1.
2.
3.
A.

Teaching apprentice or aide - 2 to 6 years.
Teaching assistant - 2 to 6 years.
Teacher with area of competence - 3 years or more.
Specialist - openended.

During the first stage the student would spent about two years in a pro
gram of general education (90%) and paraprofessional education and basic
professional education (10%).

He would earn an Associate of Arts Degree

in Education and would be qualified to serve as a teachers aide during
his preparation, as a teaching assistant upon receipt of the A.A. degree.
During the two to six year period as a teaching assistant the
student would complete the requirements for the B. S. Degree in Educa
tion and for full certification.

Progressing in this manner to the

role of professional elementary teacher, his responsibilities change
to become largely instructional in nature.

Successful teaching expe

rience and mastery of additional competencies could satisfy prerequi
site requirements for admission to the specialist program.

The spe

cialist program could be completed on one of fifteen areas.

It was

envisioned that 50 percent of the time in the specialist program
would be devoted to the area of specialization, 40 percent to common
specialist experiences and 10 percent to local conditions or explora
tion.
While Models in general alluded to selection and screening it
was typically viewed as a general process of self evaluation or self
evaluation plus influence of advisor and counseling programs.

The

Georgia team identified rather definite specifications for the process
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of selection.

In essence, the process started prior to the entry of the

student into college and continued through the in-service work for the
specialist program.

The procedure of continual selection and screening

allowed for dropping or referral of students at any point along the pre
service through in-service continuum.
In comparison with other Models, the Georgia proposal was rela
tively conservative and perhaps viewed by many as cautious in nature.
For the prospective reader of Models it may well serve as a point of
departure on a continuum leading from the more conservative to the
radical.
Each of the Nine Models of the USOE Project in Elementary
Teacher Education have herein been analyzed in relation to the ques
tions raised at the beginning of Chapter V.

The following summary

tables were developed to comparatively depict similar and unique
features of the field experiences hypothesized by the Models.
synthesis follows in Tables 1 and 2.

This

TABLE

1

SUMMARY TABLE OF DATA RELATED TO FIELD EXPERIENCES FOR NINE MODEL PROGRAMS IN ELEMENTARY TEACHER EDUCATION

Model

Project
Director

View of
Performing Teacher

Degree and Certification Requirements

Individualization

Behavioral
Obj ect ives

Utilization of
Technology

Dr. Bruce R.
Joyce

An innovator; an
institut ion-builder
a creator of the
future.

Entire program hypoth
esized upon rebuilding,
therefore requirements
were a departure from
existing degree and
certification re
quirements. Compe
tency based.

All components con
cerned with preparing
prospective teachers
as creative innova
tors; people in the
profession prepared
for change, prepared
to implement change.

Rehavioral objectives
skewed toward develop
ment of a teacher as an
innovator and a change
agent.

Implied.

Florida
State
University

Dr. G. Wesley
Sowards

A composite of basic
behaviors satisfying
such tasks of teach
ing as planning,
selecting materials,
identifying strate
gies, evaluating
leadership and
professional.

B. A. Degree in four
years; full certifi
cation and M. A. De
gree after two years
of on-the-job
in-service education
with an additional
three summers
on-campus.

Flexible program of
field experiences
designed for each
student.

Recommended, not speci
fied.

Used, for example to
monitor the student’s
performance progress
and current status,
etc.
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Columbia
University

M
O

CX)

University
of
Georgia

Dr. Charles E.
Johnson

Conceptualized a de
sired type of ele
mentary teacher
education with its
concommitant objec
tives; then identi
fied the teacher
performance that
would yield such
education.

An A. A. Degree after
two years; B. S.
Degree and full certi
fication after 4-12
years. Recommended
exploration of removal
of time and credit
requirements.

Flexible, open-ended
program of pre
service through
in-service field
experiences.

Behavioral objec
tives of teacher
trainess built upon
desired outcomes or
learnings of ele
mentary pupils.

Viewed in terms a:
possibilIt 1es
offered; no stron•
built-in committ
ment .

University
of
Massachussetts

Dr. James M.
Cooper

As competent in the
components of:
1) human relations,
2) teaching skills
and 3) professional
and academic knowl
edge or content.

Recommended taking a
new look at degree
and certification re
quirements in manner
similar to view of
Columbia.

A total program indi
vidualized over
courses and credits;
the student would be
involved in a total,
continuous system of
decision-making— his
program.

Fifty-eight specific
behavioral objectives
for field experiences
alone; others for ex
periences involving
simulation.

Implied as necessary
for information stor
age and retrieval for
a highly individual
ized program for a
program of any size.

TABLL

.iodel

Project
Director

View of
Performing Teacher

1— Continued

Degree and Certification Requirements

Individualization

Behavioral
Objectives

Utilization of
Technology

Dr. Robert
Houston

An applied behavioral
scientist someone set
ting nypotheses for
working with children,
testing these hypoth
eses, evaluating and
adjusting accordingly.

Degree granted after
completion of intern
ship, not based upon
course requirements,
per se.

Field experiences in
dividually paced
through progressive in
tensity of pre-service
through in-service con
tact with children.

Closely Integrated ob
jectives for field
experiences and all
other components of
program.

Seen as necessary
for realization of
program.

University
of
Pittsburgh

Dr. Horton C.
Southworth

An individualizer of
instruction; minimal
preparation for teacher
of classes since the
teacher was viewed
as working essen
tially with indi
viduals.

Degree and certifi
cation requirements
related to perform
ance— mastery of
competencies.

Each student’s pro
gram of field expe
riences tailored to
match his learning
requirements and his
learning
characteristics.

Behavioral objectives
for field experiences
reinforced objectives
for on-campus class
room efforts.

Heavily relied upon
for data storage
such as: 1) student
progress, 2) instruc
tional modules and
alternatives.

Syracuse
University

Dr. Wilford
Weber

An emergent teacher
from a preparation
program built upon
"intent-act ionfeedback" process
— a process designed
to promote reflect
ing, decision
making .

A competency based
program within
existing degree and
certification re
quirements.

Students move
through six pre
professional compo
nents at their own
pace, but must exit
at end of junior year;
may enter senior pro
fessional program
upon mastering junior
competencies.

Behavioral objectives
for the intent-actionfeedback process.

Implied.

One of a team of co
workers on the
premise tliat no single
human being can be a
multi-purpose
teacher, but a com
petent member of an
instructional team.

A competency based
program within
existing degree and
cert if ication
requirements.

Self pacing field
experiences as in
rest of teacher
education program.

Included behavioral ob
jectives for prepara
tion of all involved:
college personnel,
classroom personnel in
schools, and 16 spec
ifications for school
administrators and supportive personnel.

University
of
Ioiedo

Dr. Edwin
Dickson
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Michigan
State
University

M
O

VO

Implied.

TABLE 1— Continued

Model

Northwest
Regional
Educational
Laboratory

Project
Director

Dr. H. Del
Stialock.

View of
Performing Teacher

Separated degree and
certification re
quirements in manner
similar to Florida
State.

Individualization

Placed emphasis upon
individualization and
upon personalization.

Behavioral
Objectives

Must demonstrate competencies by meeting be
havioral objectives
in field conditions to
fulfill certification
requirements.

Utilization of
Technology

Implied.
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An applied behavioral
scientist; one who
could produce learn
ing in children by
finding behavioral
objectives for
children and
selecting appro
priate learning
experiences
accordingly.

Degree and Certifi
cation Requirements

TABLE 2
MODELS FIELD EXPERIENCES, AN ANALYSIS

Model

Evidenced
Cooperative
Field
Endeavor

Guidance
of
Students
Toward Growth
and
Specialization

Variety
of
Experiences

Differentiated
Roles
Pre-service
through
In-service
Education

Equivalent
or
Departure
from
Student
Teaching

Nature
of
Supervision
of
Field
Experiences

Consortium for field
experiences.

Inquiry groups and
feedback teams with
faculty counselors
and seminars.

Neighborhood Contact
Laboratory for phases
1-5 for: experienc
ing the school; tutor
ing and small group
work; experimenting;
developing strategies;
conduct the school
program and paid
Internship.

During phase six the
students would intern
as teams from their
original inquiry
groups.

Continuous field expe
riences throughout
proposed program.

Self evaluation plus
supervision by peers,
college and school
personnel.

Florida
State
University

Portal school
concept.

Early awareness in
volvement in phase
one; opportunity for
specialization dur
ing the progression
through the portal
schools.

Phases 1-3: under
class early awareness
involvement; pre
service during years
three and four; and
in-service for two
years and three
summers.

Would be exposed to
and work with the
teams of the portal
schools.

Replaced by diverse
pre-service field
experiences in phase
three, or years
three and four.

Supervision by staff
associates; appro
priately trained
joint appointees in
portal schools.

University
of
Georgia

Hypothesized co
operative effort in
team teaching, dif
ferentiated staffed
schools.

Students would spe
cialize in areas of
interest through de
velopment of compe
tencies as they
moved through the
team continuum in
school setting.

Pre-service through
in-service field
experiences for
trainees as they
moved through the
continuum of staff
structure.

Four level team pro
posed: specialist
(openended)p elemen
tary teacher— 3 years
or more; teaching
assistant— 2-6 years;
aide— 2-6 years.

Replaced by contin
uous, integrated
field experiences.

Supervised by spe
cialist teachers of
the school differen
tiated staff.
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Columbia
University

TABLE

Evidenced
Cooperative
field
Endeavor

Guidance
of
SluJents
Toward Crowth
end
Specialization

2— Continued

Variety
of
Experiences

Differentiated
Roles
Pre-service
through
In-service
Education

Equivalent
or
Departure
from
Student
Teaching

Nature
of
Supervision
of
Field
Experiences

Clusters of elemen
tary schools cooper
ating vlth a school
of education— staff
differentiation and
specialization.

Opportunity to spe
cialize through
horizontal movement
on any given step of
the vertical con
tinuum of the differ
entiated staff.

Continuous, inte
grated experiences;
could Include field
experiences in urban
education.

Advocated a differen
tiated staffing struc
ture In schools that
would allow for con
tinuous pre-service
through in-service
growth In differen
tiated roles.

Continuous, integrated
field experiences
rather than phases or
quarters set aside for
student teaching.

Usual college and pub
lic school classroom
supervisors; in addi
tion, the role of key
administrators vas ac
cented; the matter of
appropriate prepara
tion vas weighed over
"who."

Michigan
State
University

Consortium for
field experiences.

A career-decision
seminar continued
through all phases.

Phases 1-3:
tutorial; career deci
sion seminar; and _
analytical study of
teaching.

Staff: intern con
sultant; intern or
experience teacher;
pre-interns.

Junior and senior
year field expe
riences under intern
consultant; placed
as one of five
Interns.

Major supervisory
responsibility vas
assumed by the intern
consultant.

Cdivers!ty
v't
i'i i
tsburgn

Cooperative effort
to change all indi
viduals— college
personnel, their
students, thus
prospective
teachers and their
pupils.

Flexible program of
self development
included a guidance
component— concern
for cognitive,
affective and
field development.

Highly Individualized
for each student's
needs.

Differentiated
staffing.

Phase three vas
similar to existing
student teaching
programs; it precceded an Internship.

Supervisory personnel
were district employ
ees selected by a co
alition from district
and the college; con
tinuous in-service
training for
supervisors.

rJcu»c
.uver*1ty

frotocooperatlon of
university anJ
numerous school
districts.

Self-directed compo
nent of Junior and
senior years; baseline
goal paper; fifth year
specialization based
upon preceding com
ponent, paper and
exploration.

Junior preprofessional year in
cluded self warenesa,
tutoring and micro
teaching; senior pro
fessional year vlth
more lndcpth Involve
ment; both years vlth
different ages.

Aa tutor, senior
professional and year
five resident would
work vlth team with
personnel from school
and college; oppor
tunity to work with
different neighbor
hoods at each phase.

Replaced by a pro
gram wherein seniors
would spend a full
year In a teaching
center working In
pairs In study of
teaching theory,
knowledge and skills.

Supervision as:
Junior year— school
clinical teacher;
Senior year— clinical
professor, clinical
teachers; Tear five—
resident director.

s u b je c t*.
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University
of
Mass**
chussetts

TABLE

Evidenc ed
Cooperative
Field
Endeavor

Guidance
of
Students
Toward Growth
and
Specialization

2— Continued

Variety
of
Experiences

Differentiated
Roles
Pre-service
through
In-service
Education

Equivalent
or
Departure
from
Student
Teaching

Nature
of
Supervision
of
Field
Experiences

Entire program con
sortium planned—
specifics left for
each of the Ohio
universities for
adaptation and
implementation.

Find particular niche
through pre-intern
experience in one
unit, intern in two
semesters in two
different units of
the luultlunit school.

Continuous field ex
periences pre-intern
through internship in
the multiunit school.

Team teaching in a
multiunit school in a
staffing pattern:
unit leader; teachers;
interns; pre-interns;
instructional secre
taries and aides.

Replaced by pre
service through inservice field
experiences.

The building princi
pals in the multiunit
schools functioned as
chief supervisors.

Northwest
Regional
Educa
tional
Labora
tory

Model, as planned
by consortium,
viewed public
school involvement
in decision-making
and program
development.

Specialization by
moving through
spiraling,
sequential approach
to practicum.

Clinical pre-service
experiences in a
simulated situation;
phase two, the
practicum, in the
public schools.

Practicum students
would be a part of a
differentiated staff;
the particular staff
ing pattern was not
prescribed.

Competency based
practicum replaced
student teaching;
time and progression
openended.

Supervised by school
personnel only; compe
tency based in-service
training for
supervisors; philos
ophy of progressing
from supervision by
others to self
appraisal.
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University
of
Toledo

CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDED APPLICATION
AND SUGGESTED RESEARCH

As has been stated in Chapter I, the purpose of this study was
to review and analyze the Nine Models for Elementary Teacher Education.
These were the Phase I Models of a USOE project for developing concep
tual teacher education models.

Preliminary analysis of the Models was

concerned with answering the following five questions:
1.

What were the Models' conceptions of a teacher?

2.

What program content and curriculum strategies were
proposed for preparing a teacher of this description?

3.

In what ways did the Models provide for matching of
training procedures with student character?

4.

How did the Models accept the challenge of relating
teacher education with the field?

5.

To what extent did the Models advocate or incorporate
systems management in relation to the learning systems?

Further, in order to more specifically review, analyze and syn
thesize the field experiences segment of the Models' hypothesized pro
grams, the following queries were considered:
1.

Reliance

on technology?

2.

Emphasis upon individualization?
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3.

Emphasis on performance criteria and behavioral
obj ectives?

4.

Cooperation of all concerned with teacher education;
academic and education departments in the universities
and colleges; the public schools, private industry,
the state departments of education and local communities?

5.

Differentiated roles for students during their field
experiences?

6.

Provisions for exposure to a variety of experiences— age
levels, cultures, specializations, kinds of schools as
rural, urban or suburban?

7.

Trends toward separation of degree and certification
requirements?

Summary
In light of the available sources of information regarding the
Models reviewed in this study, the following summary statements of
similarities seem appropriate:
1.

In common, the Models builders viewed the teacher as a
clinician and decision-maker— someone who possesses
ways of identifying problems and a set of strategies
for application to the problems.

2.

Strategies proposed for the education of teachers as
clinicians and decision-makers embraced pre-service
through in-service training for preparation to teach
as a team member in some form of a differentiated
staffing structure.
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3.

Stress was placed upon individualization and flexibility
in training procedures through self-pacing and self
appraisal as the student progressed through competency
based programs developed around behavioral objectives
for performance criteria.

4.

Increased cooperation was advocated for those concerned
with teacher education:

universities and colleges; pub

lic schools; state departments of education; research
laboratories; media and materials developers; and local
communities.
5.

Models teams supported a systems approach to teacher edu
cation, a system of behavioral objectives linked to
instructional modules designed to achieve these objectives.
Instructional modules would lead to specific teaching
behaviors and a system of behaviors would result in the
performing teacher.

6.

Models builders assumed it would be possible to build a
contemporary management and control system to operate
such programs of teacher education.

Specific summary statements related to field experiences proposed by the
Models follow:
1.

Reliance upon technology was implied by all Models reports,
some specifically mentioned technological utilization for
storage of instructional alternatives; information
retrieval and for monitoring student progress.
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2.

Field experiences were individualized through a variety
of continuous, self-paced experiences pre-service through
in-service education.

3.

Behavioral objectives of field experiences were inte
grated with objectives of total programs of teacher
preparation.

4.

Increased cooperation of colleges, universities, and pub
lic schools was evident in the planning phase, proposed
for the on-going programs and for supervision for field
experiences.

6.

Students with provided opportunities to work with chil
dren of different ages, grades, subjects and backgrounds
as they progressed through field experiences.

7.

In common, Models builders agreed that degree require
ments should be based upon competencies over courses and
time— most operated with competency programs without
existing time structure.

The Models differed in terms of components of hypothesized pro
grams and in means of individualizing and personalizing programs.

How

ever, unique features may be appropriately summarized in relation to
the varied conceptions of the performing teacher:
1.

The Michigan State University Model builders envisioned
the applied behavioral scientist in the classroom; field
experiences and total program of teacher education
accented the cognitive domain.
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2.

Florida State University conceptualized the performing
teacher as a composite of basic teaching behaviors.
Components of the Model program were determined accord
ingly.

3.

The intent-action-feedback process of the Syracuse Model
was designed to promote a reflective decision-maker in
the classroom.

To prepare this conceptualized teacher

particular attention was given to the affective domain.
4.

The Massachusetts Model builders emphasized the human
relations component in teacher education in addition
to professional and academic knowledge.

5.

The ComField Model developed by a consortium of Model
builders, not unlike Michigan State University, viewed
the applied behavioral scientist in the classroom, a
teacher seeking and finding appropriate behavioral
objectives for children.

6.

The teacher as an individualizer of instruction was pro
posed by Pittsburgh State University; a relatively
structured program was developed for preparing the
viewed performing teacher.

7.

Columbia University Model builders confidently and dar
ingly projected a view of the classroom teacher as a
change agent, an innovator and creator of the future.

8.

The University of Toledo consortium of Ohio state uni
versities accented the performing teacher as a team
member, identified team member competencies and devel
oped their program accordingly.
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'9.

While Georgia Model builders, in a manner similar to the
University of Toledo, identified the teacher as a member
of a team; they developed a relatively conservative pro
gram of teacher education for training the team members.

Conclusions Regarding Models
Field Experiences
The following conclusions were drawn from the results of this
study:
1.

The models were in general agreement in hypothesizing
a performing teacher with greater responsibilities
than in existing schools.

2.

While there was agreement upon the teacher as a clini
cian and decision-maker, program components and pro
vision for individualization varied according to each
Model's view of the performing teacher.

3.

Field experiences provided were expanded upon from
existing programs through early and continuous expe
riences integrated with total programs of education.

4.

Centers were the general mode of operation for coopera
tive endeavor among colleges and schools.

However, the

center design including differentiated staffing struc
ture and amount of college input varied from one Model
to the next.
5.

Supervision of field experiences took on a new dimension
through greater involvement and preparation for super
visors in the public school setting.
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Field Experience R.ecommendations Drawn
From the Model Programs
The results of this study lead to the following recommendations
for application to existing programs of field experiences:
1.

That existing programs of student teaching be closely
scrutinized by college and public school personnel
with a desired outcome of new approaches to field
experiences.

2.

That early and continuous programs of field experi
ences be implemented.

3.

That field experiences be individually paced and openended to meet particular students learning requirements
and learning characteristics.

4.

That individualization and personalization of field
experiences be further accented through provision for
experiences with a variety of subject areas, and to
children of different ages and backgrounds.

5.

That field experiences be competency based and accord
ingly developed around performance criteria and behav
ioral objectives.

6.

That students of teacher education be exposed to a
variety of teaching talents and personalities in a
differentiated staffed school designed for field
experiences.

7.

That supervision become a responsibility of joint
appointees or of public school personnel and further
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that supervisory personnel be appropriately prepared for
their role through a competency based continuous inservice program.

Implications for Further Research
Based upon the review, analysis and conclusions reported in this
study the following questions are suggested for further research of
Models, of field experiences, or of on-going education:
1.

What screening and selection procedures of the Models or
other on-going programs of teacher education are appro
priate for competency based programs of teacher education?

2.

What are the reactions of students of teacher education in
competency based programs regarding the personalization
vs. impersonalization factor?

3.

What do the Models or on-going competency based programs
recommend for appraisal of students' competencies?

4.

What means of evaluation of competency based programs of
teacher education will provide information vis a vis
accountability for program graduates?

5.

How successful are on-going schools designed for pre
service through in-service teacher education experiences
in meeting their established goals?

6.

In line with latest USOE philosophy of funding consortium
projects, how might a college and school systems as a con
sortium best proceed in submitting a proposal?
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According to Engebretson (1968, p. 3):
By January 1, 1968 eighty proposals had been received. All
the submitted proposals received in-house (USOE regular staff) read
ings and the top seventeen were selected for consideration by field
readers and the evaluation panel which met in Washington, D. C.,
February 5 - 6 , 1968:
Dr. David L. Rice, Dean of Indiana State University,
Chairman
Dr. Robert Gagne, Professor of Education, University
of California
Dr. Russell Kropp, Professor of Education, Florida
State University
Dr. Donald M. Medley, Educational Testing Service
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FIGURE 1
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state departments.
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July 13, 1971

Mr. Wayne C. Erickson
307 Stanford Road
Grand Forks, North Dakota
Dear Mr. Erickson:
I am pleased to send you a copy of the script you requested in your
letter of June 30. I am also enclosing a summary copy of our Phase
I and Phase II reports which I thought you might find useful. I
will be most interested in your study of the nine models and will
appreciate keeping in touch with you as you proceed.
Sincerely,

M. Vere DeVault
Professor
MVD:dj s
Enclosures
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July 21, 1971

Mr. Wayne C. Erickson
307 Stanford Road
Grand Forks, North Dakota
Dear Wayne:
Thank you for your recent letter, and especially for sharing the
potential quotations with me. May I suggest a change or two which may
put both them and the problem in better prospective.
Developments in teacher education for years have been
primarily patchwork operations. Time and resources
were not available to examine the total program and
its underlying assumptions, and then to identify the
specific elements, activities, and management systems
which made up that program. Sharing among teacher
educators was limited to general descriptions of pro
grams and general objectives for those programs. The
models provided opportunities for nine institutions
to set down on paper as specifically as they could,
explicit descriptions of new programs. Because they
were written, they became products which could be
analyzed and revised; they became points of depar
ture for the improvement of teacher education.
You may want to include something similar to the above for your
first quotation. The others expressed the thoughts quite clearly.
I'm delighted you are moving forward on your study, and will
look forward to hearing more about it in the months ahead. If you have
copies printed, would appreciate a copy of the study.
It was a delightful experience to visit with you, and best
wishes in this endeavor.
Sincerely,
W. Robert Houston
Professor and Director
WRH/lbg
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July 16, 1971

Mr. Wayne C. Erickson
307 Stanford Road
Grand Forks, North Dakota
Dear Mr. Erickson:
Thank you for your letter of June 23 concerning the Elementary Teacher
Education Models Program.
Phase II of this program has been completed however, the reports are
no longer available from this office. I am enclosing a Comprehensive
bibliography on the Models which will aid you in securing the reports
from the Government Printing Office or ERIC. I am also enclosing a
copy of the Journal of Research and Development which summarizes all
of the feasibility studies.
The pamphlets on "Task Force 72, Focus on Education Reform— Accent
on Involvement and Communication," will provide you with up-to-date
information on the Elementary Models Program.
Sincerely yours,

Shirley A. Steele
Research Associate
Applied Research Branch
Division of Research
3 Enclosures
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July 9, 1971

Wayne C. Erickson
307 Stanford Road
Grand Forks, North Dakota
Dear Wayne:

you.

I hope that the enclosed tape is something that can help
There is no need to return the tape when you are completed.
Regards
Sincerely,

Howard L. Jones
Associate Professor
HLJ/lbg
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15 September 1971

Wayne C. Erickson
Director of Student Teaching
Winona State College
Winona, Minnesota 55987
Dear Wayne:
The Joyce tape was made at an AACTE Conference in Atlanta,
November 17, 1969. The title of the speech was "Variations On A
System's Theme." The audience was college teacher educators.
Hope all is well.
Sincerely,

Howard L. Jones
Associate Professor

HLJ/sle
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Dear SRIS User:
Your request for information has been processed by the SRIS
staff at Phi Delta Kappa Headquarters. In processing it we have
searched two libraries, the SRIS collection and the ERIC collection
of the U.S. Office of Education. This response consists of abstract
copies of ERIC Documents only, there being no SRIS Documents perti
nent to your inquiry.
. ERIC Documents in hard cover and microfiche may be ordered
by writing to:
Leasco Information Products
4827 Rugby Ave.
Bethesda, Maryland 20014
ERIC Documents in microfiche only may be obtained from Phi
Delta Kappa. The cost is 25q per microfiche.
The SRIS staff hopes this response will be useful to you. As
you know, this service is new both on the part of PDK and the U.S.
Office of Education. In development, documents may possibly have
been erroneously recorded. If you should receive an SRIS document
or be referred to an ERIC document that is not at all related to
your request, we hope you will inform us of the error so that we
may be of better future service.
The transmission of these reports by Phi Delta Kappa is in no
way an endorsement of them; rather it is an attempt to provide rele
vant information.
If you prepare a report on the area you are investigating,
please send it to SRIS for inclusion in the system so that other
educators may profit from your experiences.
Sincerely,

Research Assistant
SRIS Requests
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